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ABSTRACT

This study was designed for several purposess assessment of the predictive eapacity and generality of the
organismic model of trials effects (Bayer, L972al; determination
of the utlity of illusions in locus of cont,rol research;
examination of the effects of objective versus apparent
instructions on the Poggendorff and Ingoi,ng Mueller-Lyer
illusions; and replication of a::tri.àIs effect on the Ingoing
Mueller-Lyer figure with a method of prod.uction.
The trials mod.e1 was assessed along two dimensions--the
locus of control personality variable and instructional set.
The model depicts a successive trials effect as a sequential
two-factor phenomenon. First, the illusory response is
established, and secondly, with repeat.ed presentation of
the same data the illusory effect dissipates--informationprocessing is efficient.
Locus of control studies indicated
that internals vrere more adept perceptual learners, more
efficient processors of visual information, and more perceptually vigilant than externals. Internals \i¡ere
conceptualized as articulate perceive::srand externals were
conceptualized as global perceivers within a I,tlerner-Wapnerian
(1957, 1961) framework. Fit into the organismic mode1, it
rdas essentially predicted that internals would perceive both
illusions more accurately over trials than externals. This
first set of major predictions was generally confirmed but,
Ll-

in additionn externals perfor.tned more effectively than
expected. lnst,ructional set studies suggested that high-cue,
objective instructions would be more facilitative of performance than low-cue, apparent instructions. Locus of
control findings revealed that internal-external differences
are attenuated in structured situations. Therefore, it was
essentially predicted that objective instructions would
facilitaLe performance over trials, and that locus of control
differences would be maximal under apparent instructions.
This second set of major predictions rras partially confirmed,
and only for the Mueller-Lyer task.
On a post-hoc basis, it was determined, after raw
Mueller-Lyer data was examined, that a control condition
minimized between subjects error. Further a posüeriori
analyses challenged an implicit basic assumption of the study:
replication of the experiment with different illusions. It
Ì^ras cont,ended that there is no simple relationship between
cognitive variables and. perception of geometric illusions.
The modelrs predictive capacity was considered fairly
adequate, but its generality was limited. Suggeståons for
future research regarding a variety of information, organismic,
and perceptual learning variables were made. Clinical
implications were discussed.
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CHAPTER

I

INTRODUCTÏON

This study was concerned with assessing the predictive
capacity of the organismic-developmental model of successive
trials effects (Bayer, L972a) for two variables: locus
of control and instructional set. Essentially, perceptual
performance on successive trials of two dj-fferent types of
geometric illusions (one of direction and one of extent)
was investigated as a funct,ion of the locus of control
personality variable under different instructional conditions.
In general, the phenomenon of successive trials effects can
be categorized under the rubric of perceptual learning
(Epstein , L96'7) . Subjects become less susceptible to a
variety of illusions with repeated exposure; there is a
comparatively stable and durable change in percpetion of the
illusory targeÈs which results in more effective responding.
Locus of control and instructional variables were of
particular interest to the present study for several rêêsoris¡
Primarily, the original model of t.rials effects is an explanatory one derived from previously unexplained data from
studies in which the organismic variable of age had been
manipulated in the investigation of an illusion of direction.
At this point, however, the model has not been employed
predictively, and a personality variable has not been used
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to test the modef for other perceptual illusion tasks.
Secondarily, basic informat,ion-processing concepts contribute heavily to the theoretical structure of the model.
Therefore, instructional set was manipulated along a dimension of explicitness of information conveyed to the subject.
As noted ãbove, the phenomenon of successive trials
effects can be categorized as an example of perceptual
learning. In thè':present study, however, since the triàls
effects rnodel is årn .organÍsmic one. and,.since perceptùaI
functioning was investigated as a funcÈion of a personality
variable, the more general theoretical framework of the
study is within the subject area of perception and personality.
Historical Background; Perception and Personality
Historically, the study of perceptual processes and
their relation t,o personality variables developed out of

a

in psychology known as the "Neu/ Look in Perception"
(Dember, 1960; Klein & Schlesinger, ]-g4g). The basic
rationale for placing the perceiver back into the study of
perception developed in an effort to systematically account
for individual differences in perceptual processes, rather
than assign these differences to random error.
Ear1y "New Look" researchers Ì^rere interested in how
a variety of cognitive and/or experiential states influenced
the ind.ividualrs perception of his world. During the late
1940rs and 1950rs, investigators began to focus on organismic

movement
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variables (such as personality styler êgê, sex, diagnostic
classification, and level of motivation) as an approach to
studying the origins and mechanisms of perceptual processes.
Frenkel-Brunswick (]-949) delineated a distinction between
"perception-centered!' and "personality-centered" perceptual
research. The former approach concentrated on personality

variables and t,heir manifestation in perceptual functioning.
Gradually, the research emphasis shifted to developing
personality-oriented theories of perception (Blake & Ramsey,
1951). The central thesis of this approach was that the
study of perceptual functioning provides a basj-c empirical
approach to an understanding of personality and interpersonal relations,
The conceptual impetus for the I'New Look in Perceptionl
r,.ras closely aligned with the development of the psychoanalytic
theory of projective techniques (Chaplin & Krar¡riec, 196C).
Analytic theory hypothesized that responses to unstructured
or vague stimuli would be characteristic of the individualrs
personality. From this theoretical vantage point, psychoanalytically oriented. clinicians and test constructors
attempted to study unconscious motivation through the modality
of perceptual functíoning.
Witkín, Lewis, Hertzman, Meissner, and Vüapner (1954)
were among the first. investigators to systematically use
controlled S-O-R (stimulus-organism-response)_. paradigms in
the investigation of perception and personality. These
researchers developed a theoretical construct of field

'i i:.:,ì.i.:i
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differentiated between individuaLs who relied on internaL ¡ or bodily¡ cues for perceptual
decision-making in the extraction of an item from the field
in which it appears, as contrasted with individuals who
relied on external cues. The former individual- was identified
field-independent, whereas the latter individual was
desígnated fierd-d.ependent. Fierd-independent ind.ividuars
dependence+independence which

were conceptualized as having more effective categorical

abilities.
After rtritkinr et alrs (1954) iniËiaI research, another
team of investigators (Gardner, Holzman, Klein, Linton,
Spence, 1959) began to approach the subject area of perception and personal-ity from a cognitive perspective. The
basic thesis of their work was that a wide range of behaviors,
with which an individual encounters realityr mây be encompassed by relatively few dimensions of organization. These
investigators were interested in studying individuar consistencies in cognitive behavior. They articulated the
concept of cognitive styler ârr organizational constant which
refers to the arrangement of controls within a personality
which represents a reratively stable and durable mode of
functioning. More broadly, how an individual copes with
and qdapts to reality can be considered representatj-ve of
his cognitive style. The notion of style reflects the
pattern of cognitive controls which are relatively stabte
features of personarity organization. The notion of control
implies an embeddedness of cognitive functions arranged for

5

gegulqtion purposesr Another assunptlon of the Gardner
group$s research was the individual characteristics expressed

in cognitive style are evident over a variety of tasks,
situations, and psychological states.
Gardner (1959) further indicates that while earlier
research found that individuals can be characterized by
enduring response dispositions, termed "perceptual attitudes,I'
that can be expressed in various perceptual behaviors, it
r^ras also discovered that these consistencies reflected
broader principles of cognitive organization, Essentially,
these data supported the personality-centered model of
Frenkel-Brunswick (L949) which concenÈrated on personality
(and other higher order cognitive) variables and their
manifestation in perceptual functioning. Later, Gardner
(f961) found that. the cognitive conÈrol principles of Field
Art,iculation and Scanning differentially predicted performance on geometric illusions.
For example, subjects low
in Field Articulation $rere similar to chíldren ín their
inability to produce differential responses to parts of
stimulus fields which contained conflicting information.
Gardner concluded that "these subjects can be conceived of
as relatively inefficient in attending ùo relevant cues
and thhibiting attention to misleading irrelevant cues
(1961, p. 126).rr The crucial point ís that cognitive
constructs are capable of predicË,ing perceptual performance
on geometric illusions.
The basis of this theoretical
orientation is that perception can be said to depend in
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part upon enduring o¡gqnåzationsr of cognitive styles, which
are superordinate to th.e actual physical perceptual system
itself.
Moreover¡ as cognitive styles are considered to
be relatively stable states, one can make precise and consistent predictions based on knowledge of a subjectts or
group of subjectsr cognitive style. Locus of cont,rol was
the hypotheÈica1 cognitive style construct employed. here
to differentially predict perceptual performance on geometric illusions within the framework of the organismic
model of trials effects. After Èhe locus of control construct
is explicated, it will be shown how locus of control can
be conceptualized to correspond with the trials effect
model, and then pertinent locus of control and illusion
research will be reviewed.
The Locus of Control Construct
The variable of internal versus external control is most

widely known as the locus of control construct (Rotter,
L954, L966). Essentially, the construct refers to the
degree to which an individual believes that reinforcement
(or more broadly, what happens to him and/or what he does)
is contingent, upon his own behavior. The construct is concerned with a personrs perception of contingency relationships
between his own behavior and events which follow that
behavior.

With regard to theory construction, Rotter (L954) and
Rotter, Chance, and Phares (L972) have taken a social learning
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approacfr in developing a personalit¡r,theory. A concept of

expectancy J.earning is considered t,o play a central role

in generating individual differences in behavior change and
performance. The not,ion of expecËancy refers to the individualrs assessment of the probability of success,of a
specific behavior. Early research focused on differential
expectancy learning as a function of the experimental situation which lrlas usua1J-y an ambiguous task that required
subtle discrimination (Blackman, 1962; Holder & Rotter,
1962; James & Rotter, 1958; Phares, 1957). Vfith further
research, it was determined that systematic changes in
expectancy learning were relaÈed to the internal or external
control orientation of the individual subject (Rotter, !966).
The data revealed that internals exhibit stable expectancies
characterized by strong use of previous experience for determining future expectancies whereas externals:*^did..no-t
(Petzel & Gynther, 1970).
Rotterrs (]-954) early model of generalized expectancy
can be applied to the later research findings. The conditions of internality and externality can be conceptualized
as consequences of prior learning hisùôry which, theoretically,
should be generalized to a variety of present and ,future
situations (Rotter, L966) . In other words, indiv$duals-enËer
situations with pre-established internal or ext,ernal control
orå.ràntations. In this sense, locus of control is considered
a personal-ity variable, and can be viewed more broad.ly as
a cognit,ive style (Lefcourt, 1972). Also, different situations

I
can be construed by the experimenter and/or perceived by

the subject as being an internal- or an external control
situation. In this sense, locus of control is considered
as a situational variable.
More precisely, Rotter (1966) distinguished between
individuals who befieve they control their reinforcements,
and individuals who believe their reinforcements are not
und.er their control. The first individual is considered
internally oriented. (internal) ¡ while the second in-diúidual
is considered externally or:ilänted (external). fnternals
are further described as perceiving that their reinforcements
are contingent upon their own loehavior, whereas externals
are described as perceiving that their reinforcements are
(com¡rarat,ively) independent of their own behavior. Thus,
an internal may view his reinforcements as a function of
his own skilt, effort t ot ability; and an external may view
his reinforcements as a function of fate, luck, chance t or
powerful others. In other words, internals appear to perceive what happens to them t or how they perform, in terms
of their own behavior, ski1l, etc. On the other hand,
externals seem to perceive what happens to them, or how
they perform, in t,erms of factors outside themselves such
as fate, chancer êtc.
Rotter (1966) also distinguished between internal and
external types of situations. A situation may be perceived
by an ind.ivid.ual as d.emanding ski1I or effort. A different
situation may be seen by an individual as demanding chance,
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the control of others. The first situation is
designated a skill situation, while the second situation
is termed a chance situation. In this case locus of control
is determined primarily by the situation or task.
In summary, the trend of the locus of control research
has been in two directions. Early work focused on the locus
of control situational variable. Tasks were structured so
as to índuce high or low control expect,ancies (e.g., skill
or chance conditions), and schedules of reinforcement were
controlled in learning paradigms. !üith the development and
refinement of the Internal-External Control Scale t or I-E
Scale (Rotter, 1966) ¡ the performance of individuals, categorízed according to the locus of control personality variable,
hras investigated in a variety of experimental situations in
ad.dition to skíll-chance ones. Methodologically, then,
the locus of control personality variable has been employed
primarily as a selction variable.
lfhen locus of control is considered as a personality
variable, it appears predominantly cognitive in nature.
That is, cognitive processes such as informatie¡-processing,
thinking, judging, and believing are assumed to mediate the
behavior of internals and externals. Of particular interest
to students of perception is the perceptual functioning of
individuals categorized as internal or external, especially
in light of DuCette and Wolk's (1973) contention that the
locus of control construct was originally conceptualized and
posited as a general, higher order (or cognitive) construct
luck,

or::
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v¡hich was found to be capabfe of, predicting lower leve1 (or

attentive) behaviors. For example, internals were found
to be more "perceptually sensitive" than externals in a
study investigating awareness of reínforcement contingencies
(Uae & Volger, L969). Iifterestingly, the field dependenceindependence variable appears to be re&ated conceptually to
the locus of control personality variable. Essentially,
both variables can be viewed as hypothetical congitive style
constructs which imply that a variety of behavior can be
conceived of as a function of internal or external stimulation, and investigated as a consequence thereof. To continue,
it has been implied that the individualrs perception of
positive and/or negative events as being ¡ or not beingr a
consequence of his behavior is his locus of control (Lefcourt, L966¡ Rotter, 1966). .Similarlyr in terms of the
locus of control situational variable' perception is again
implied to serve a central mediational function since the
theory suggests that the individual perceives the task as
a skill or chance situation (Rotter, L966) . Thus, it appears
that some form of perceptual functioning serves an important, if not central, role in the theoretical-conceptual
network of the locus of control construct. Howeverr cofll'
paratively Iittle attention has been paíd to the possible
empirical role of perceptual functioning for the locus of
control construct. As a result, there have been relatively
few systematic studies of the relationships between locus
of control and basic perceptual functioning. The organismic
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model of trails

effects provided a framework in which to
conduct a systematic study of the relationshíps between
locus of control (considered as a personality variable) and
perceptual changes on geometric illusions.
rhe organismic-oevetopmenta.t ¡loAet oi succes'sive triats nftecls
Recentlyr ân organismic model has been derived in an
effort to explain devel-opmental- differences in the successive
trials effect of the Poggendorff illusion (Bayer, L972a) .
The model depicts successive trials effects as a sequential
two-factor phenomenon. First, the percept, or illusory
response, is established. Second, with repeated trj-a1s, the
percept (information) is assumed to be integrated (processed)
so that the figure is seen more veridically, or accurately.
Although the illusory effect is present at first, it decreases
with successive trials.
In other words, the response is
ftexible; it changes with repeated presentatj.on of the same
data, and information is assumed to be processed more
efficiently.
This type of perceptual activity is empirically
andconceptua11yassociatedwitharticu1ateperceptua1functioning. Lack of a successive trials effect is conceived
of as rigid perceptual activity which is empirically and
conceptually associated with global perceptual functioning.
The illusory effect is present inítially,
and does not
change significantly with successive trials.
rn other vrords,
the response is rigid; it remains stable with repeated
preÉentation of the same data, and information is assumed

': :: _:: :.:
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to be processed less efficiently,
Originally, the model was formulated to explain age
differencesi children did not demonstrate a successive
trials effect on the Poggendorff illusion while adults did
(Pressey & Svreeney, L969, L970) . In terms of organismicdevelopmental theory (t{aper & Vferner , L957 ¡ lVerner I L961-') |
children are considered to be at a lower ¡ or more global,
leve1 of perceptual development than adults who are corrsidered to be at a higher¡ or more articulate, level of
perceptual development. Hov/ever, it is important to point
out that the theory does not presuppose that all adults
perceive articulately ¡ ot that all children perceive gIobally.
Clearly, organismic variables other than age can also affect
perceptual functioning. It has been pointed out that organismic variables such as personality and cognitive style may
mediate the successive trials effect in illusions (Bayer,
I972al

.

The distinction between articulate versus global per-

cept,ual functioning was originally

formulated within

an

organismic-developmental framework by Vüapner and Íferner
(1957), and Werner (1961). Essentially, the major thesis

of their theory is that development proceeds in terms of an
increase in differentiation and hierarchic integration.
The function of perception d.evelops on two levels: the
organism differentiates itself from the environment, and
there is a shifting along hierarchieäll-y ordered genetic
levels through which exproration and/or understanding of the

.:r',i{.)-i'}f
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\^rorld occurs" For example, the shift from sensory-motor

exploration to more sophisticated vj.sual perceptual activity
as a means of processing and integrating certain data in
the environment is a demonstration of this principle. An
essential assumption of lüerner and Vfapnerrs theory is that
of individuality, the devel-opmental formation of consistently
stable differences between peopl-e. These researchers make
the assumption that individuals do differ with regard to
levels of functionirg, levels to which they have matured
or developed. Such levels may be categorized in cognitive
terms and perceptual terms.
Articulate perceiversr âs contrasted wilh gfobal
percêivers, have been found to be more able to effectively
integrate per.ceptual data, and there'fore respond more
accurately on perceptual tasks (Wapner & Vferner , 1957 ¡
Werner, 1961). Specifically, global perceivers have been
found. to be more susceptible to geometric illusions than
articulate perceivers (Wapner & lVernero 1957') . Essentially,
this research support,s the notion of the development from
diffuse perceptual organization to organization in which a
specificity of parts standing in clear relationships is
observed. Interestingly, Werner (1961) also discusses a
concept of primitive personaliLy, which he derived from
anthropological findings :
The diffuseness of the primitive personality has bn internal and an external
aspect. Internally considered (i.e., the
structure of the personality is more
thomogengus;: I more globally determined

l4
witfr. Fespect to peçgonalitr as :known
on h"tgtreq leve1s, At the sarne time
itiis less articuLated wLth respect
to central as against perLpheral

character.l.stics (p. 4L9) .
This concept of personality has clear Lrnplications for per=
ceptual functioning. Gl-obal, dÍffuse perception is implied
in cases where the parts are not well differentiated from

the whole, and where information is not processed on a
relatively high leve1 of efficiency. ArticuLate perceptual
functioning, and more effective information-processing are
implied in a more highly developed personality structure.
As üIerner (1961) further states:
In primitive experiences the personality is diffuse i.n its external
relations (that is, the þãF-sonality
considered in relation to the world
in which ít is ernbedded) . The boundary
line shutting off the personality
from external spheres is far less
definite than it is at the level of
highly developed man (p. 4ZLl.
Again, one would expect more gitobal, undifferentiated perceptual functioning from a primitive personality structure.
It is assumed that increasing individuation of the personality corresponds with morei, sophisticated perceptual
functioning. In line with thisr Ers Rotter (1966) also
implies, one would expect internality and ego-control to
develop as a function of the organismic variable of age.
Generally, as the child deyefops it would be expected that
he would íncreasingly attribute causality to intrinsic
factors, and that his reality contact would beoome more
sophisticated. rn fact, it has been found. that individuals

": .:':.:::l
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(in Rotterrs sense) with
age (Crandall, Katovsky, & Crandall, 1965).
In light of the above, and empirical findings to be
discussed, one may conceptualizé internals as articulate
perceivers and externals as global perceivers. Locus of
control research in the general areas of perception and
information-processing will be reviewed in support of this
do become more internally-oriented

contention.
Locus of Control Res'earch in Perception and Information-

Fie1d depêndencêiindepêndence. Locus of control and

field dependence-independence appear to have common behavioral referents and copceptual similarities, but the devices
for measuring the variables differ greatly (Lefcourt &
Telegdi, ]-97L). Assertiveness, self-reliance, and the
experiencing of oneself as a source of causative por^7er seem
to characteríze both field-independènt and- internal individuals
(Lefcourt e Siegel, 1-970b). However, there is a lack of
conclusive evidence that the methods which purport to
measure the variables have conrmon variance (Arbuthnot, l97L¡
Deever, L968¡ Fit,z, L970¡ Willoughby, L9671 .
Although an early experimental study (Feather, LgGTl
did not find a significant relationship between field
dependence-independence (as measured by the Gott,schalt
Figuresr-TesÈ) and internal-external control, more recent
studies have demonstrated. predicted relationsh¡Þps between
the variables. Chance and Goldstein (1971) found that
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internality was related to improvement in performance on the
Embedded Figures Test as indícated by a significant decrease
in discovery time. Internals were considered more effective
learners than externals. Lefcourt and Telegdi (1971) employed
the variables as independ.ent predictors of cognitive activity.
Internals who were also field-independent were found to be
more cognitively active on a series of tasks designed to
assess d.etail of verbal production. They also demonstrated
a greater readiness (in terms of visual scanning) to perceive
relevant task-oriented. information. Externals who hTere fielddependent, however, d.id not behave as predicted. Crandall
and Lacy (L972) found, particularly in girls, that internal
children r^rere more able to identify embedded figures correctly
in less time than their external peers. They contended that
for internals, the information gained from errors appears to
be better utilized in ruling out inaccurate responses efficiently. f,efcourt, Gronnerud, and McDonald (1973) found that
internal field-independent subjects showed earlier a\4Tareness
of dissonant elements in a double-entendre word association
task. Externals responded almost instantly; they demonstrated
practically no time delay to note alternative word meanings.
Cohen and Farley (1973), in an investigation of self ("cen- '+
t,erédï)versus other ("decent,eredr') locus of perception, found
that field-independence and internal control were related to
the decentered locus of perception. These subjects were more
differentiated perceptually, and performed both more
accurately and flexibly on the test task.

L1

It appears that the research which has attempted to
examine the refevant variabfes has prod.uced mixed results
which point to more explicit relationships between int,ernality
and field-independence compared with externality and fielddependence.

Attention. Lefcourt (Lg67) varied directions from
high to low cue with regard to d.efining what reinforcements
were available in a leve1 of aspiration task. It was found
that ext,ernals appeared perceptually d.eficient; they did
not ad.equately search for reinforcement opportunitj-es. He
interpreted his findings as indicating that externals "fail
to maintain the kind of internal dialogue that would facilitat,e cognitive sorting and categorizing...the more explicit
directions in the trigh cue condit,ion, hor,Ðever, allow for
the missing cognitive link for external control subjects
(p. 377). " In another level of aspiration study, Lefcourt,
Lewis, and Silverman (1968) found that internals \^rere more
visua11yattentivethanexternaIs.Theya1sodemonstrated
a greater quantity and variety of visual activity than
externals, and reported more task relevant thoughts. The
authors concluded that externals may not be able to make
full use of their own sensory apparatuses. Subsequently,
Lefcourt and vrline (1969) found that internals and externals
differ in their deployment of attention as measured by
frequency and. duration of eye movements, and act,ual observations. Internals vrere found to be more perceptually
vigilant than externals when encountering probfematic events.
They \^¡ere also more like1y to be attent,ive to cues which
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províded them with information needed to resoLve uncertainty.
This was refLected in a greater number of eye:movements,

actual observations. lnternals were found to be more
perceptually viligant than externals when encountering
and.

problematic event,s. They lt¡ere also more likely to be attentive to cues whích provided them with information needed to

resolve uncertainty. This was reflected in a greater number
of eye movements, and a tendency to make a greater number
of d.etailed observations of the st,imulus.
Research findings have indicated that internals are
more attentive and vigiJ-ant perceivers than externals.

It

aLso appears that Ínternalts are more adept at processing

visuar information within a cognitive task than externals.
Recognition processes. Phares (L962) related skillchance variables to changes in visual recognition thresholds

of pain associated stimuli. Employing a verbal learning
paradigm, he found that perceptual vigilance deveroped more
rapidly for subjects in a skilI-controlled cond.ition than
for subjects in a chance-controlled condition. Blackman
(L962) also found that subjects in a skílI condition were
more accurate in recognizing changes in the task than chance
condition subjects. Strickland and Rodwan (1964) employed
a card.-guessing task in a signal detection paradigm to study
perceptual threshold decision making by internals and externals. They found that the greater the externality of
the individ.ual, the st,ronger the likelihood of a. f alse positive error. rnterestingly, if one extraporates this find.ing
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to an illusion task, externals could be described (if they
do not demonstrate a successive'trials effect) as accepting
a signal and cont,inuing with it despite prior information,
Lipp, Kolstoe, James and Randall (1968) found, contrafy to
prediction, that physically disabled externally-oriented
subjects vrere more percept,ually vigilant (as indicated by
a lower threshold of recognition) than internals in a
perceptual defense paradigm. The authors interpreted their
results as suggesting that an internalrs performance in an
external situation (i.e., actually being disabled and therefore unable to exercise the degree of control one is
accustomed to) Ìs disrupted more easily than for an external.
On the other, harîd, McDonald and. Hall (1969) reported that
internals perceived emotional disorders as reratively more
threatening and debilitating to themselves than did externnaLs. Contrary to prediction, disabilities other than
emotional disorders were not viewed as more debilitating by
externals. Type of disability may be an important variable
to consider in the invest,ígation of perceptual vigilance
in internals and externals. More recently, Sauber (1921),
employing a perceptual defense paradigm, found, as Lipp
et al (1968) had predicted, that normal externals had higher
recognition thresholds than ¡lormal internals. Jones (1973)
found that externally-orirànted schízophrenics were more
likely to demonstrate a perceptual defense effect whereas
internally-oriented schizophrenics \^rere more likely to show
a vigilance elffect.
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Despite some mixed findings regarding perception of

disability, internals have been found to have lower recognition
thresholds, and have been found to be more capable of
recognizing changes in thresholds than externals.
Rêaction time. Cromwell, Rosenthal, Shakow, and Zann
(1961) compared schizophrenic patients to normars on a r€action time task. They conceptual-ized schizophrenics as
externally-oriented subjects who would not perform at normar
Levels because the task invorved taking advantage of autonomous (or seff-control) conditions. It was found that normals,
unlike schizophrenics, hlere able to improve their reaction
time performance. Lefcourt and siegel (1970a) found that
field-independent males performed more successfully on a
reaction time task under self-control conditions than díd
fierd-dependent males. This retationship, horvever, did not
hold for females.
Although it appears that no particurar study has directly
compared normal internals to normal externals, the data
suggest that internals are more capable of modifying their
reaction time performance, and that they react more quickly

in experimental conditions.
Environmental perception. Kish, solberg, and uecker
(1971) found that internally-oriented hospitalized psychiatric
subjects perceived their environment as significantly more
supportive, practical, affiliative,
involving, clear in its
expectations, and alrowing of more patient autonomy than did
their external counterparts. fnterestingly, internals per-
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ceived the sane environment as more custodial, So¡newhat
in line with this, Ferguson and KennefXy (1974) found that
normal internals perceived authority figures as more suppor-

tive and encouraging of constructive manipulations particularly when they were experiencing d.ifficulty manipulating
successfully within their environment. Environmental issues
focused on school-related activities.
In sum, the majority of the research findings from
varied vantage points indicate that internals are more 1ikeIy
to be field-independent, more attentive and vigilant
perceivers, have lower perceptual rcognition thresholds, be
quicker perceptual reactors, and in general be more effective
perceptual learners than externals.
Information-proce:gsing and learning. Seeman and Evans
(L962) found that in a hospital setting differences in
alienatién were associated with differential learning. More
alienated tubercular sub'jects (externals) scored lower on
objective tesÈs of knowledge regarding tuberculosis in cont,rast to less alienàted subjects (internals). Subsequently,
;:

.-j

Seeman (1963) found

that reformatory inmates, demonstrated
differential knowledge from three sources: information regarding immediate reformatory situatíon, parole matters, and
long-range post-reformat,ory opportunities. Internals were
superior in the retention of parole material. Seeman contended
that this type of material most clearly implied personal
control over events, and that expect.ancies for control
govern subsequent, attention and acquisition of information.
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Davis and Phares

t using an attitud.e influence
task, varied the explicit environmental cue structure of
the task so that there t¡¡ere three task situations: skill,
chance, and ambiguous conditions. fn general, it was found
that internals engaged in more ínformation-seeking behavior
than externals when they perceived the information as being
useful in controlling the environment; and in ambiguous
situations internals sought more information about the person
they r,rrere at.tempting to influence, and learned more about
the content of the issues,i.involved in the task. Phares (1968),
using a computer simulation learning task, found that internals utilized more information extracted from an ambiguous
situation than externals. rnterestinglyr fio difference nras
found between internals and externals for information
acquisítion, but information retention tended to be more
accurate for internals.
In a gËoup problem solving experiment, Sutherland (L972)
employed a block design task, rnternal and externar subjects
were paired and required to coordinate their efforts to
solve the task. In the low iiif,ormation condition, it was
found that internals predictably asked more questions directed.
at problem solving than did externals.
In a st,udy aimed at investigating information-processing
strategies of int,ernals and externals, Bartell, DuCette,
and lVolk (L972) employed a free recall paradigm. Subjects
did not differ in their toÈa1 recaIl scores. It was found,
however, that internals manifested significantly more
(L967')
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clustering in their free recall. Internals also employed
a greater variety of different, strategies t or organizational
processes, compared to externals. The authors contended
that internals were more active in the organization and
utilization of the given information. In another recall
study, Pines and Julian (1972) found that internals were
more responsive to varied levefs of information difficulty.
In a serial ant.icipation task, internals focused on task
requirements as a way of maximizing information pursuant to
successful performance, and performed more effectively in
the relevant cue condition. The authors concluded Èhat internals learn to profit from experience, and modify t,heir
original cognitive sets more effectively than externals.
DuCette and Vfolk (1973) found that internals demonstrated
greater ability to extract information from the environment
in order to solve a given problem. ".Tasks were constructed
to warrant either skill or chance, and it was found that
internals were more sensitive to environmental stimuli;
they demonstrated an ability to use experience to ímprove
their performance. Internals were also more quick to grasp
a rule in an ambiguous situation in order to solve a problem.
Pines (1973) studied storage and retrieval of information from memory in a free recall task. It was found that
internals responded more to task opportunities to organize
the recall word.s than did externals, and additional time for
reca1l was a more potent facilitator for internalsr memory
performance. In addition, the performance of internals was
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their information-process'ing activity varied
as a function of successive encounters wit,h the task material.
Pines concluded that internaLs and external-s differed in
direct and successive encounters with problem material both
in terms of seeking and processing task-refevant information.
Studies investigating differential learning strategies
of internals and externals have also provided data pertinent
to the information-processing dimension of the locus of
control construct. Baron, Covrran, Ganz, and McDonald (L974)
studied simple form discrimination under differential informational feedback conditions. It was found that both
child.ren and adults who were classified as internals performed
more effectively when feedback was intrinsic (their success
was self-d.iscovered). Externals, oni.the other hand, hrere
more effective when feedback was extrinsj-c (the experimenter
provided verbal praise). Vùolk and DuCette (L974) investigated
intentional performance and incidental learning as a funcion
of locus of control and task dimensions. It was found that
internals consistently found more errors in the task (the
intentional performance), and thus appeared more perceptually
sensitive. Internals also d.emonstrated higher levels of
incidental learning than externals. The authors suggested
that internals demonstrate more effective preattentive
processes than externals. Wolk and DuCette concluded that
the data "demonstrate the ability of the internal to use
his cognitive system to extracL information and then to use
this information more efficiently (1974, p. 98)." In terms
more flexibfe;
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of task dimensiion, it was also found that externals, under
high cue conditions, can shift their attention in a task
more readily than internals but attention to other task
aspects is reduced.
In sum, the majority of the findings indicate that
internals are more efficient processors of task-refevant
information than externals. InÈernals Ëend to seek, utilize'
and process information relevant to task success more

fectively than externals. Internals à'Sso appear to perform more effectively when they rely on their own feedback
while learning, and put information learned to more efficient
ef

use.

At this point, research on successive trials effects
in the Poggendorff and Mueller-Lyer illusions will be
reviewed. The major findings of interest to the present
study involve organismic variables, particularly a9êt since
the organismic model of trials effects was derived on the
basis of studies which have employed age as an independent
variable.
Successive Trials Effects in tfte poggendotff

Poggendorff illusion.

a

Several studies have investi-

gated the effect of practice on the Poggendorff illusion in
adult subjects. Cameron and Steele (1905) initially attempted

to determine the effect of repeated measures on the magnitude
of the illusion. After some init.ial pre-training' one
subject served in the study. Employing a method of adjust-
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ment, i-t was found that the illusory effect of the figure
disappeared over an extended serLes of 3r200 trials.
Pressey and Sweeney (L969) employed a method of pro-

d.uction and a va-riation of the Poggendorff illusion,

which

was highly correlated with the classical figure, to investi-

gate successive trials effects for adult (college stud.ent)
subjects. Across six trials, a highly significant practice
effect was found.
In two experiments, Pressey, Bayer, and Kelm (1969)
used a method of adjustment and. production to investigat,e

the magnitude of the illusion in a pathological population
(schizophrenics) and normals (Hospital domestic and nursing
staff). Across eight trials, a significant trials effect
\^ras found in both subject, groups, but it, did not demonstrate
a practice effect. rt is difficult to generalize from this
finding, especially in 1i9ht of the phenomenon of institutionalization which oft,en affects both patients and staff
in mental institutions (Goffman, L96I¡ Stanton & Schwartz,
1954). Furthermore, domestic sÈaff in mental hospitals are
frequently former patients.
Other studies have investigated the problem from a
deveropmental perspective. vurpillot, (1957), and Leibowitz
and Gwozdecki (1967) have foundremploying group designs
and methods of adjustment, that the.; illusion decreases as

age increases from approximately five years ,to adulthood.

In Vurpillotrs study, the different age groups (S to 26
years) were combined and given 20 practice triars. practíce

2.7

effects were not derqonstrated. Howevern the possibility
of demonstratìng any systematÍc practice effects may have
been confounded by colJ-apsing groups across the organismic
variable of age since there is data which indicate that
various age groups differentially perceive the illusion over
trials (Pressey & Sweeney, L969, 1970).
Lastly, Pressey and Sweeney (1970) studièd trials effects
in children and young adolescents (approximately 8 to L4
years old). Although the illusion decreased with â9êr it did
not change as a function of successive trials.
Muller-Lyer illusion. A large number of sÈudies have
investigated the effects of practice on the Mueller-Lyer
illusion in contrast with the limited number of reports for
the Poggendorff illusion.
Judd (1902) initially found, employing a method of
adjustment, that with repeated trials the illusion dissipated
and even reversed after an extended series of 980 t,rials.
Lewis (1908) replicated Juddrs findings with a larger sample
of subjects who were given 100 trials a day until the illusory
effect disappeared.
Subsequent studies have found successive trials effects
for the Mueller-Lyer illusion while also investigating a
variety of other variables. Lewis (1908), and Mountjoy
(1958a) investigated the effect of exposure time, and also
demonstrated successive trials effects. They found that
increased exposure to the stimulus figure is related t'o a
greater amount of illusion decrement over trials. Mountjoy
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(196I) manipulated visual fiefd size while studying successive
trials effects. He did not demonstrate an interaction between illusion decrement over trials, and the size of the
visual field within which the figure lies. Parker and
Newbigging (1963) demonstrated successive t'riai-s effects

transfer effects for the Mueller-Lyer illusion. De\nlar
(1967c) found a markedly significant practice effect over 50
He also demonstrated a significant transfer effect.
trials.
and.

Dewar(1967b,L967c,1967d)manipulatedphysicalcharacteristics of the targets in his investigation of successive
trials effects. Practice effects were greatest when the
angle formed by the ololiques was smallest, 30 degrees
(1967d). The effects of lengths of the obliques, however'
did not interact with the decrease in illusion over trials
(1967b, L967c).
Organismic variables have also been studied in relation

to the Mueller-Lyer illusionns successive trials effect.
Crossland, Taylor, and Newsom (L929) demonstrated a practice
effect, but did not find that the effect varied as a function of intelligence. Eysenck and Slater (1958) did not
find a successive traisl effect nor were neuroticism, and
the íntroversion-extroversion dimension related to magnitude
of the illusion or changes in the illusion with repeated
exposure. Investigating sex differences, Dewar (1967a) found
a trials effect but no main effect for sex. However, it
was found that while maLes showed a steeper decline over
trials, females Performed on the same level with males after
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300 trials,

Interestingly, the'organismic variabfe of age has PÍovided refatively consistent data which indicate that the
older the subjects the larger the decrease in illusion with
Noetling (1960) found that over 20 trials
repeated trials.
adults destroyed the illusion more effectively than six
groups of children (aged 5 to 10 years). More:-recently,
Barclay and Comalli (1970) supported this find.ing in another
age comparison study. AdulÈs, unlike children (aged. I to
10 1lears) r demonstrated greater illusion reduction over 52
trials
At this point, only one investigator (Sweeney, 1973)
has systematicâI1ly evaluated practice effects in the two
forms (Ingoing and Outgoing)'..of the Mueller-Lyer illusion
in a well-controlled experimental study. Nearly all other
investigators have studied the Mueller-Lyer illusion by
measuring one form in terms of the other. In other words,
Binet
an illusion was measured with another illusion.
(1895), however, did study the forms of the Muêl1er-Lyer
illusion separately, but he did not use appropriate control
conditions. In any event, Sweeney found that both forms of
the illusion decreased significantly with practice, and that
differential rates of decrease for each form were not present.
Statement of the Problem

of the present study was to assess
the predict,ive capacity of the organismic-developnaeatal
model of successive trials effect (eayer, L972a) for Èwo
The primary purpose
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yêriqb1es: the locus of centrol pefsanality variable and
instructÌonaL setr Th,e rnodeL was derived originally as an
explanatory effort to integrate data from previous studies
which employed the organismi.c variable of age in the investigation of the Poggendorff illusion, which is an illusion
of direction (Pressey, ]-970) .
The findings cited on trials effect,s on illusions indicate that, learning can take place in the Poggendorff
ilrusionr but that the learning mechanism appears to interact with organismic variables, particularly age. Other
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organismicvariab1esmaya1soinf1uencethe1earningmechanism

of this illusion. The organismic mod.el of trials effects
conceptualizes a major component of the learning mechanism
of illusions within an information-processing framework.
In1inewiththis,the1ocusofcontrolpersona1it'yvariab1e
was a viable organismic variable to employ in studying
practice éffects in illusions because of the large body of
data which demonstrate a variety of consistently differential
perceptual information-processing behavior as a function of
internal-external control
In general, the demonstration of successive trials
effecÈs for the Mueller-Lyer illusion has been documented
At
more systematically than for the Poggendorff illusion.
this point, however, the specificity of the successive trials
effects for adults, in contrast with childrenr on the MuellerLyeri11usionhasnotbeenad.eguate1yexp1aÍned.A,i.simi1ar
set of findings was reported for the Poggendorff illusion t
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effects was developed
to explain these resruLts. The mod.ef can be applied in the
same manner to this similar set of findings for the MuellerLyer illusion. But the problem still exists as to whether
or not the model can predict diifferential effects as a
function of other experimentally specific organismic variables
when they are fit ínto the model. It has already been pointed
and the orgAnis'mic fnodef of trials

out that internals can be conceptualized as articulaÇe. perceivers, and externals can be conceptualized as g]obal
perceivers. The major question is: will internals perform
articulatefy by d.emonstrating a successive trials effect,t
and will externals perform 91oba11y by demonstrating little,
if âîy, successive trials effect on different geometric
illusions when the organismic variable of age is held relatively constant at an ad.ult age level? Furthermore' can
these effects, if present, be nodified by instructional set?
The first experiment to investigate the major question
\Âras a pilot study (Bayer , 1972b) . The performance of internals and externals htas compared over trials on the
Poggendorff illusion, and the Outgoing form of the lt[uellerLyer illusion. The pred.iction of most interest was Èhat
internals should demonstrate greater successive trials
effects on both illusions. In other words, with repeated
t,rials, it was contended that internals should be able to
dest,roy the illusions more readily than externals because
previous research had demonstrated that internals were more
perceptually vigilant' attentive, and more efficient at
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processing visual information than exte.rnals. The pilot
findings strongly tended to support this prediction, at
least with regard to the poggendorff illusion, rn the

analysis of variance of the poggendorff illusion data, there
was one significant main effect: trials.
The F value for
trials was z.LS (df = 9/Il7¡ p .05). None of the remaining
F values was significant at the .05 Ievel, Holrrever, the F
value for the locus of control- by trials interaction was
1.92 (df - S/]j-7i V .06). The:'relationship of the Poggendorff
Íllusion to locus of control across trials is shown in
Figure 1. rt ìs important to note that the functions in
Figure 1 were obtained from a relativery small sample of
adult subjects. The group of internals comprised eight
subjects, and. the group of externals comprised eight subjects.
subjects Ì/ì¡ere defined by the lower and upper quarLiles of the
distribution of 32 subjectsr scores on Rotterrs (1966) r-u
scale. rt is also important to note that only ten trials
were employed with the illusion.
Apparently, this number
of trials was sufficient enough to demonstrate a significant
trials effect, and a substantial, though not statistically
significant, locus of controí uy trials interaction.
The relationship of the outgoing Mueller-Lyer ilrusion
to locus of control over trials is shown in Figure 2. clearly,
a successive trials effect exists, but it does not demonstrate a practùcê'r,effss¡. rnterestingry, sweeney (1923)
found that there is a significant triars effect for the
oiitgoing MueLler-Lyer iIlusion. rt appears, however, that
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a greater number of trials are required in order for Ëhe
practice effect to be demonstrated. sv¡eeney demonstrated
the effect within 36 trials, and Ivlountjoy (l958a, 1958b)
has shown the effect for the furl Mueller-Lyer figure with-in 31 trj.als. However, the question of differential learning
of either form of the Mueller-Lyer irlusion as a function
of locus of control stilI remains to be tested adequaËely.
The present study intends to examine perceptuar changes
on two geometric irlusions--the poggendorff ilrusion and
the rngoing form of the Mueller-Lyer illusion. The poggendorff illusÌon has been chosen because the organismic model
of trials effects was derived from poggendorff ilrusion data,
and the pilot research for the present study ind.icated very
encouraging resurts, The rngoing form of the Muerler-Lyer
illusion was chosen for two reasons. First, it is important
to assess the predictive generalizabirity of the organismic
model of trials effect,s. Therefore, a form of the MuellerLyer illusion was chosen as it is an illusion of extent
(Pressey, r97o) . second, the rngoing Mueller-Lyer ilrusion,
in contrast with the outgoing form, may be more appropriate
to emproy when testing organismic variabres since a greater
magnitude of illusion is present throughout successive
trials, and the function is more linear (sweeney, rg73). rn
other words, the rngoing Mueller-Lyer provides a greater
range within which any differential effects may be demonstrated.
The second variable of interest to the present study
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is instructional set. Comparativei.y litt1e research has
concentrated on the effect of instructions on perception
of geometric illusions. The earliest researcher to study
the problem was Benussi (1904 , L9L2, 1914) . He found that
the Ingoing and Outgoing Mueller-Lyer il-lusions were greater
when the subject was instructed to perceive the whole figure
as it subjectively appeared to him. The illusory effect
decreased when the subject was given real ¡ or objective,
instructions with an emphasis on isolating the figure into
parts, and thereby perceíving the figure as it actually was
in reality. fn two other experiments, Day (1962) focused
on t,he effect of apparent versus objective instructions for
the Mueller-Lyer illusion practice effect. In the fÍist
experiment, a mèthod of adjustment was employed. One group
of subjects was instructed to adjust the distances until
they appeared equal (apparent instructions condition), and
the other group Ì^ras instructed to adjust the distances so
that they would be physically equal (objective instructions
condition). Over 55 trials, the results indicated no
differences as a function of instructional set. Hovrever,
another aspect of the study may have confounded the findings.
Subjects focused on fixation points, which logically limited
their ability to scan the figures. In the second experiment,
a method of adjustment was again employed, and target size
was also manipulated. Groups of subjects were given
d.ifferential instructions along the apparent-objective
dimension. Over 45 trials, the difference between instructions
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between instructions was not statistically

significant.
Descriptively, hourever, apparent instructions were not
related to an illusion decrement while objective inst,ructions hreres. supportive of this observation was a significant effect on the trend in trial means as a function of the
differential forms of instructions.
rn the pilot for.the present study, instructions r¡rere
apparent t ot phenomenol0gicar. rn the present study, instructional set was manipulated along a general dimension
of apparent versus objective instructions. rnstructions
hrere futher defined within a framework of explicitness
of information. The major question is: what effect, if
âDy, will instructional set have on the:perception of geometric illusions oveï trials for internar and external
control subjects when task-felevant cue explicitness is
manipulated?

.l:.:

ù

Essentially, apparent instructions vrereüconceptuarized
as providing only global information for the subject,s. This
information did not eraborate any of the explicit taskrelevant cues subjects would require to perform successfully
on the task. Thus, the subject processed the visual information contained in the task on her own. objective in6üructionsr orr the other hand, provided articulate information
for the subjects. This information elaborated some of the
explicit, task-relevant cues subjects would require to perform
successfully on the task. Thus, the subject processed the
visuar information contaíned in the task with the aid of
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factors (cues) outside herself.
Research on illusions and instruction set (Benussi,
I904t 1912, L9L4r Day, L962) leads to the prediction that,
generally, objective instructions should facilitate more
effective performance over trials on geometric illusions.
Several research reports, however, provide a framework from
which to make more specific predictions for the effects of
instructional set on the locus of oontrol personality
variable.
Cromwefl-, et al (1961) initially

found that externals

performed most poorly when they v¡ere granted. some autbnomy

in completing the task, On the other hand, internals performed most effectively under authomous conditj-ons. Crowne
and Liverant (1963) found that externals defer to the
judgment of others and benefit more from the structuring of
a task by others. Internals, on the other hand, h/ere more
likely to be self-reliant, and actually benefit from greater
opportunity for control. These authors concluded that externals should be more affected by experimental instructions
that explicate the purpose of and method by which to succeed
in a given task. Later, Rotter (1966) hypothésized that the
presence of explicit environmental cues regarding the
contingency between behavior and outcome should diminish

the importance of the subjectrs generalized expectancy for
internal or external locus of control.
Lefcourt (1967) found, in a levef of aspirat,ion task¿
that as task directions became more explicit in clarifying
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the task, externals performed like internals. He concluded
that the more explicit directions in the high cue condition
allowed for the missing t''cognitive Iink" for externals.
Subsequently, Lefcourt and Vüine (1969) reported that externalst
again, shifted their performance up to the level of internals
in an attention deployment task w'hen the experimenter r s
directions provided the subject with more explicit taskrelevant cues. In both of the above studies, low cue conditions
\^¡ere related to dif ferential internal-external performance,
whilé in the high cue conditions externals performed like
internals.
Another set of studies (Nickels c ltrilliams, 1970¡
V[illiams, 1971) manipulated scheudles of reinforcement in
skill-chance paradigms in the investigation of task structure and locus of control. Essentially, it was found that
when the task is highly structured and unambiguousr p€rformance differences for internals and externals are
attenuated.

In sum, research reports indicate that increasing the
struct,irre of the task by clarifying explicit task-relevant
cues attenuates internal-external differences. It also
appears that greater clarification of the task increases
the efficacy of externalsr performance, elevating it to the
level of internals who already perform more effectively.
In general, the present study was expected to contribute to pbychological knowledge in several unique !úays:
(a) to assess the predictive capacity and generality of the
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organisnic modef of trials effects¡ (b) to' determine if
geometric illusions can be employed to differentiate perceptual performance of internals and externals; (c) to
determine if apparent versus objective instructions defined.

along a dimension of task-refevant cue explicitness affect

perception of the Poggendorff illusion as wefl as the Ingoing
Mueller-Lyer illusion; and (d) to determine if a successive
trials effect can be replicated with the Ingoing MuellerLyer illusion when a psychophysical method of production
is employed.
Hypotheses

-tr" ="ts of hypothes:es were made for each ilrusion"
The first set involved locus of contror, and the second set
involved instructional set.
1. (a) rt was hypothesized that internals wourd. perceive
both illusions more accurately than externals.
(b) It was predict,ed that with successitve trials
internals would be progressively;iimore accurate j-n
Èheir perception of both illusions than externals.
(c) It was predicted that with successive trials both
illusions would be perceived more accurately.
(a)
2.
It was hypothesized that objective instructions
would facilitate more accurate performance on both
illusions as contrasted with apparent instructions.
(b)
rt was predicted that internals and externals would
differ as a function of objective versus apparent
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instruct,i.ons" Under objective instructions less
internal-external difference \^rere anticipated.
Under apparent instructions, it was anticipated
that internals would perform more effectively than
externals.

(c) Consistent with previous research, it was predicted
that under the condition of objective instructions,
individuals would perform more accuratefy over
trials on both illusions than under the conditíon
of apparent instructions.
(d) It was predicted that, with objective instructions
there would be less difference in the performance
of internals as compared to externals over trials,
butwithapparentinstructionstherewou1dbeprogressive1yincreasingdifferencesbetweenint'erna1s
and externals, over trials, with externals performing progressively less effectively.
In view of the studyrs large number of hypotheses, the
reader is alerted. to the fact that throughout the Results
and Discussíon chapters the hypotheses will be followed by
their respective identifying number and letter. Thus, the
reader will be able to refer back to the hypotheses section,
and get a precise reading of each pred.iction if needed.
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CHAPTER

II.

METHOD

Subj

ects

Subjects (qs) comprising the experimental sample 'h¡ere
37 women enrolled in introductory psychology at the University of Manitoba, and 47 paid female volunteers. In all,

there was 84 experimental Ss, Only Ss with normal vision,
with or without glasses, lrere permitted to participate in
the experiment. ås who normal.Iy wore glasses d.id do d.uring
testing. The age of the Ss ranged from 18 to 44 years, with
a mean age of 27.18 years. Before the experiment, gs
completed a Basic Information Sheet (see Appendix A).
Females were employed as experimental ås for several
reasons. It is well known that females are more fielddependent than males (Witkin, êt {.,
L954) , and that locus
of control and field dependence-independence have been found
to be empirically related along some perceptual dimensions
(Chance & Goldstein, L97I; Lefcourt & Telegdi, 1971). In
addition, one of the tasks which was used in the present
study is the Poggendorff illusion which has been found to
be significantly correlated with the Embedded Figures Test
(a tradit.ional measure of field dependence-independence) for
r^romen (Pressey, 1967), Therefore, in an attempt. to demonst¡:ate maximal effecËs, females should demonstrate a greater
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range of response on at least one of the t.est tasks, In

addition, it has been found that the greater the degree of
field-dependence, the greater the susceptibility to geometric
illusions (Gardner, L9571, and women perceive a larger
Poggendorff illusion than men (Pressey, 1965).
The ïnternãl-External Sialê:

Recent Develop;ments

Ss were ind.ividually administered the Internal-External

Control Scale (see Appendix B) at the completion of the
experiment so that the E would not know if a S was ctassified
internal or external. The I-E Scale is a 29-item (six of
which are fillers) forced-choice paper and pencil test,
composed of internal and external statements, which measures
how an individual views the control of his reinforcement.
In other words, the scale categorizes an individualts generalized expectancy of how reinforcement is controlled ínto
one of two categories: internal or external. The Seale
i s scored as a function of the total number of external
statements the g chooses. Thus, a high score represents
an external orientation, and a low score represents

án

internal orientation. Ss were classified as a function of
the conventional median-split. The median for the total
sample was 10.5. Therefore, gs with a score of 11 and above
v¡ere designated externals and Ss with a score of 10 and below were designated internals. Thus 42 Ss \^rere classified
as externals, and 42 Ss r,rrere classified as internals. The
total sample mean f-E score was 9.85, and the standard
deviation was 4.5I. The median of the student sub-sample
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10.5. The mean was 10.03, and the stand.ard deviation
rÁras 4.16. The median ef tne paid vol.unteer sub-sample r,,'as
11.5. The mean $¡as 9,70, and the standard deviation was
4.80. A t-test (two-tailed) of the independent means
(Bruning & Kintz, 1968) of the I-E scores of the student
sub-sample and the paid volunteer sub-sample indicated a
t-score of 0.14.which was not significant at the .ozs lever.
The I-E Scale, currently in widespread use, was
developed by Rotter (1966). Recently, several research
developments have shed new light on characteristics of this
instrument. The scale was originally assumed to be
measuring one biporar locus of control factor--internalityexternarity. some of the earriest research which questioned
this assumption approached the issue from a broad
theoretical framework focusing on such issues as race. (Gurin,
Gurin, Lao, & Beattie, L969), social group norms (Thomas,
L970) and social action invotvement (Levenson, L972).
one of the major psychometric issues involving Rot,terrs
(1966) original scare concerns its dimensionality. Mirers
(1970) factor anaryzed the scale, and. derived two factors.
The first described the respondentrs inclination to assign
greater or lesser importance to hard work and ability
qualities, rather than emphasizing luck and. chance as
determinants of success. The second described the respondentrs
acceptance or rejection of the idea that an individual
citizen can exert some control over political anð,/or world
affairs. Recently, viiney (L974) replicated Mirels' findings
$¡as
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in an Australian sarnple, and suggested study of item predictiveness rather than generalized expectancy.
Joe (1972) also investigated the scalels dimensionality
and derived two factors: one relating to a political
conservatism ideology, and another relating to an optimismpessimism dimension. Abramowitz (Lgl3) approached the issue
from a utility perspective, and found thaL political commitment was accuratefy predicted by Mirels t (1970) f actor
describing political and world. af f airs. Reid and Ware
(1973) employed Canadj-an women as a normative sample, and
derived two factors: Fata1ism. and Social Systems Control.
Levenson (1973) investigated the issue in a psychiatric
sample. Hospitalized psychiatric patients, in general t
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werefoundtobemoreexterna1thanneurotics.Fac¡borana1ysisdataindicatedthatthedimensionsofPowerfu1others
and Chance Control were consistent factors in hospítalized
patients, but not for normals. Kleiber, Veldman, and Menaker (1973) questioned the original scalers item pairing
to assess whether the pairing Èruly represented the opposite
ends of a bipolar continuum.
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Other investigators have questioned the standardization

of the original James'Phares I-E Sca1e. James and Shepel
(Lg73) employed a large sample of Canadían unj-versity
students, and derived two factors. The first dealt with
the generalized expectancy that personal events in onefs
life are governed largely by luck and fate. The second
d.ealt with the generalized expectancy concerning the ability
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to predict and control the behavior of other people. Abramson, Schlludermann, and Schludermann (1973) also employing a
candian student sample essentially verified Mirelsr (1970)
findings.
Last.ly, Collins (L974) factor analyzed the scale from
a theoretical perspective of perception-serf-perception. This
perspective leads to two dimensions along whích observers
may differ

in their casual attributions of events: predictability and lawfulness versus chance, and situational
versus dispositional attributions. Four world-view factors
were found to be superimposed on a common theme. rnterestingIy, however, Boor (L974) found that relationships between
internarity and externarity and other dependent variables
can depend on the specific behaviors assessed in the study.
For instance, he found that Mirels, (l9Z) fact,ors were not
differentially related to academic achievement. This finding
argues for unidimensionality of the scale, ât least with
regard to academic achievement,
rn concrusion, it appears that Rotterrs (1966) original
scale may not be entirely unidimensional. A variety of
factors have been derived from the scaIe. clearly, a major
defect. of the scale is the fact that, it includes items at
both personal and ideologicar levels. Theoretically, however,
it is possible that while the I-E Scale may be multidimensional in nature, the locus of contror construct may
still be a unidimensional one. The scale may not yet be
pure enough to measure the generalized expectancy of internal
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versus ext,ernal control of reinforcement, and different
phenomena may or may not be differentialry related Èo the

factor structure of the sca1e. A generar criticism of the
resea¡:ch which has evaluated the scale is that factoranalytic methodologies have been employed inconsistently,
and that different proportions of the variance have been
accounted for by different factors in different subject
popurations. Joe and Jahn (1973) also indicated that phi
correlation coefficients, $¡hich have been previously employed
in factor-analytic studies of internal-external itemsr may
not be as appropriate as product-moment comerations. They
conÈend that the phi correlation technique may limit the
variabirity in item scores and. the size of the item correlations.
rn the present study, internality-externality was treated
as a unidimensional construct. rt was not expected that a
factor breakdown wourd. affect perceptual performance. rn
essence, ât this t,ime, there is no basis to make differential
predictions regarding perceptul performance as a function
of r-E scale factor components. rf no internal-externar
differences are found, however, then the data can be
reanalyzed. as a function of the scalers factor structure.
Appartus

The apparatus $¡as a target holder for the geometric

illusions.

rt consisted of a white board that, was 36.9 cm
wide and.39.5 cm high. The face of the target holder \¡¡as
tirted. backward. 20 d.egrees from the perpendicular so that
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it was easier for tne ! to mark her response dìrectly on
the target, A chin rest was pfaced in front of the holder
(and perpendicular to the llne of sight) so that the distance between the Srs eyes and the face of the target was
approximately 4I cm.
Mate.rìal-s

test target cardsf one control card, and two prac=
tice cards were prepared (see Figures 3 to 7). The cards
were printed in black Ìnk on 2L.5 cm by 2g,O cm sheets of
white paper, All lines and dot(s) on every card were .5mm
wide. The Mueller-Lyer cards (i.e., test target, contror,
and practice)!üere prepared with the sheets positioned widthwise. In other words, these figures $rere drawn on 2L.S cm
high by 28.0 cm wide sheets of paper. The poggendorff
cards were prepared with the sheets positioned lengthwise.
rn other words, these figures were drawn on 29.0 cm high by
2L.5 cm wide sheets of paper.
The first test target was the rngoing Muerrer-Lyer i11usion in horizontar orientation (see Figure 3). Thùs illusion
was also chosen because, ât a moderately large visuar angre,
it is more capable of demonstrating a larger magnitude of
illusion than the outgoing Mueller-Lyer ilrusion (Bayer &
Pressey, 1972; Sweeney, 1973). As such, it was again
thought that a more flexible learning task might alrow for
unique data which would contribute to psychological knowledge
in a ner^¡ manner. The dist,ance between the apices of the
Two
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its maximal dimensions rá¡ere
approximately (horizontal by vertical) I deg 18 min by 3
deg. The obliques rdere one-quarter of the length of the
distance between the apices, or 15mm; and the angles formed
by the obliques were 45 d.egrees. The test target was
centered about an imaginary point 60 mm from the top of the
sheet, and. L4 cm from either side. A dot was located to the
left and below the right apex of the target. The location
of the dot, was determined in part by the length of the
obliques, and the distance between the apices. Thus, the
dot was located. 15 mm to the left of the targetts right apext
and 60 mm below the (imaginary lÍne of ) distance between
the apices of the test, target. The purpose of this dot
was to serve as an initial point which the S employed in
her reproduction of the actual target figure above. Essentially, the S was required to reproduce the distance between
the apices of the illusion by placing a dot to the right of
the given dot.
The psychophysical method of production, which was
of the target
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employed in the present investigation, has been found to be

a reliable and valid technique for measuring geometric
illusions (Bayer & Pressey, L972; Pressey & Sweeney, 1969,
LTTO; Pressey, Bayer, & Kelm, J 969).
A control card was used for the Mueller-Lyer test
target (see Figure 4l'. It served as a control for length-the horizontal distance between the apices of the test
target. The.,control card was identical, in terms of placement'
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to the Mueller-Lyer test target except that no angres were
drawn; only dots a,re 'drawn where the apices had been.
The logical necessity of employing a control condition,
especially when organismic variables are being investigated,
has been pointed out by several investigators (Bayer &
Pressey, L972; Pressey, personar communlcation, L969¡ sweeney,
1973). In the present study it was possible that locus of

control affects measurement of non-ilIusory figures, rn
other words, a q may have a pre-experimentat response bias
to underestimate a standard (or non-ilLusory) line. Hence,
when arrowheads are added to a stand.ard line, the irlusory
effect of shrinkage could combine with a å,s underestimation
bias yielding a disproportionately large i11usion. similarly a s may have a prê-experimental response bias to
overestimate a standard line. Hence, when arrowheads are
added to the standard line, the iltusory effect of shrinkage
could combine with a å's overestimation bias yielding a
disproportionately smarl illusion. The same argument holds
for other illusions of extent, but not for the poggendorff
illusion which is an illusion of direction. At this time,
a control condition has not been devised for the poggendorff
illusion. Hohrever, it seems reasonable to assume that if
a s does not have a response bias,rregard.ing estimation of
length then it may be less likety that she will have a response
bias regarding estimation of direction. This is true unlesg,
of course, estimation response biases are limited to either
length or direction. rn any event, recent research on the
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Poggendorff illusion has replicated previous findings with
other psychophys'ical 'methods (Pressey & Slnleeneyr L970; Presseyt

Bayer, & Kelrnf 1969).
A practice Muefler-Lyer card was also prepared. (see
Figure 5). This card was identical, in terms of placementt
to the Mueller-Lyer test card except that the obliques \47ere
180 degree angles t ot lines which \^Iere perpendicular to the
(imaginary line of) distance between the apices of the

figure and parallel to each other. These obliques hrere
30 mm in length.
The second test tàrget was the Poggendorff íllusion in
vertical orientation (see Figure 6). Again, this illusion
r^ras selected because it was from research with this illusion
that, the organismic model of trials effects was derived'
Moreover, in terms of the generalizability of the results'
it was contended that two types of illusions \^7ere appropriate
to study, The test target consisted of two 18 cm vertical
lines which were parallel to each other, and located 2.85 cm
apart. A 3.8 cm diagonal line joined the vertical line on
the left at a distance 3.8 cm from the top of that line.
The angle formed by the diagonal and vertical lines was 20
degrees. The maximal dimensions of the target lrrere approximately (vertical by horizontal) 23 degrees 42 minutes by
6 degrees. The target was centered about an imagined vertical
line which divided the sheet e.qualIy (i.e., at the 10.75
The verticâI lines began at points 60 mm from
cm point).
the top of the sheet.
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A pr4ctice Pogrgendorff card was also prepared (see

Figure 7), Thls card was identicaL, in terms of placement,
to the Poggendorff test target except that the diagonal
hras perpendicular to the left vertical 1ine, and joined at

a distance 9

cm from

the top of the line.

Experimental Design

x 2 x 36 analyses of variance with repeated
measures on one variable were employed (Itriner , LgG2) . In
each analysis there were two between factors: locus of
control (internal, external), and instructional set (objective, apparent); and one within factor: trials.
Four groupsr âs foIlows, comprised the stud.yrs experiTwo 2

mental sample:
Group

Unpaid S:.!-s Paid S'S

1 Internal (N = 21), Objective :.: ..:,,:
instructions (fO)
9
L2
2 Internal (¡i - 2L) , Apparent
instructions (IA)
11
10
3 External (N = 2L) , Objective
instructions (EO)
I
13
4 External (N = 2J-), Apparent
instructions (ea¡
9
12
Order of presentation of Lhe test targets, control
card, and instructional set were counterbalanced to experimentally control for sequence effects. Therefore g's,
alternately, \47ere randomly assigned to an internal or
external experimental group. [s reported for testÍng in
the order in which they signed up.
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Procedure

All Ss receíved 36 successive trial-s of each illusion,
and the fngoing Mueller control card. Each S was tested
individually in a small experimental room. ifr" s =.t in
front of the ta¡get holder, and went through the following

:;;..,,:,,
:',:,': :

:

procedure:

(a) S was given a practice card sequence (rngoing
Muerler-Lyer, Poggendorff , and Ingoing MuellerLyer control) which was arranged in the ord.er in
whích she t,.ras to be tested, and oriented to
objective or apparent instructions. (See Appendix C for the Ingoing Mueller-Lyer practice card
instructions, Appendix D for the Poggendorff
practice card. instructions, and Appendix E for
the Ingoing Mueller-Lyer control card instructions,)
Ss marked the practice cards and all other stimulus figures with a black ink Pen.
(b)Swas9ivenatestcardsequence(IngoingMue11er.
Lyer illusion, Poggendorff ilIusion, and Ingoing
Mueller-Lyer control card) in an order which
corresponded to the practice card seguence. The
difference between this sequence and the practice
card seguence r^ras that, here, illusions were used.
S was read the appropriate experimental instructions depending on the experÍmental group to
which she had been assigned. (See Appendix F
for the objective, and apparent instructions for
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the Ingoing Mueller-Lyer iLlusion¡ Appendix G
for the objectìve, and apparent instructions for
the Poggendorff illusion; and Appendix E for the
objective, and apparent instructions for the
Ingoing Mueller-Lyer control card. )
(c) S was thên given the actual 36 trial test series
with the Ingoing Mueller-Lyer i1lusion, the Poggendorff illusion, and the Ingoing Mueller-Lyer
control card in the same order corresponding to
the sequences in (a) and (b) .
(d) S was individually administered the InË,ernalExternal Control Sca1e (see Appendix B).
(e) S individually complete a post-experimental
awareness questionnaire (see Appendix H).
Throughout, phases (a) , (b) , and (c) , target viewifig
time was controlled. qs viewed each target for ten seconds,
after which they were instructed to make their judgment on
the figure itself.
A smalI battery operated electronic
timer !\ras programmed in ten second intervals. At the beginning of the first interval, S began to view the target.
A click indicated this point. At the end of the internal,
S made her judgrment. A click indicated this point. The
second interval was used to replace the target with a new
one.

Depéndent Measureg

Poggendorff illusion score. Reproductions of direction

for the Poggendorff illusion targets

r^ras measured

by

a
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transparent millimeter scale, and these measurements were
accurate to within 0.5 mm. For each response, the posi-

tion of the dot was subtracted from the point of objective
eguality (i.e., that point at which the diagonal line would
truly intersect the second paralle1 line on the right if
it continued) to obtain a measure of the magnj-tude of the
illusion. The dìrection of error is towards underestimation
since phenomenologically the illusion has the effect of
making the S underestimat.e the diagonalts point of intersection with the second parallel line. Therefore, scores
which showed underestimation were scored as positive, and
scores which showed. overestimation were scored as negative.

Ingoing Mueller-Lyer illusion score. Reproductions of

length for the Ingoing Mueller-Lyer targets and control
cards were measured by a transparent millimeter scale, and
these measurements were accurate to wÈË,hin 0.5 mm. Magnitude
of illusion was calculated by subtracting from each target
its counterpart control score. Thus, the first control
score was subtracted from the first target score yielding
a conÈroIled. (or unbiased) magnitude of illusion score
which was the major dependent measure. As the directj-on of
error is towards underestimation, magnitude of illusion
scores which showed underestimation rrrere scored as positive,
and.

scores which showed overestimation were scored as nega-

tive.
The dependent measures (Poggendorff Illusion Score¡

and corrected Ingoing Mueller-Lyer lllusion Score) occurred
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over 36 trials.

As is normally done in thís kind of research,

For all
9s, the 36 trials \"¡ere grouped in nine blocks of four trials.
Therefore each dgpendent measure had nine summary scores
scores were bfocked Ìn terms of successive trials.

for the purpose of dat,a analysis.

CH.A.PTER

TTI

RESULTS

Preliminary Analyses
rnitially, analyses of variance (unweighted means solution, Vüiner, 1962) were conducted on each set of illusion
and control task data to determine whether type or renumêr,atrlon
(course cred.it versus money) affected. performance. There
r,\rere 37 unpaid students and 47 paid participants in the
study. Their scores on the rnternal-External scale were
essentially identical. Appropriate calculations of means,
standard deviatÌons, and a t-test between these sub-sample
groups have already been reported (see subjects section of
Chapter II).
on each set of data a 2 x 4 factorial analysis of variance was conducted, The first factor termed payoff, had two
levels: (a) course credit, and (b) money. The second factor, termed Group, had four revels: (1) rnternal-objective,
(2') rnternal-Apparent, (3) External-objective, and (4) ExternalApparent. These four leveLs corresponded directly to the
study;s four experùmental groups. The results of these
analyses are summarized for the control-corrected Mueller-

Lyer lllusion data in Table L, for the Poggendorff lllusion data
in Table 2, and for the rngoing Muerler-Lyer control task
daËa in Table 3.

rt is clear from Table 1 that neither payoff not its
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TABI.E
SIIMMARY OF ANALYSTS OF
INC.OTNG IIIJH¡LR{,YER

Paloff
Group

(P)
(G)

PXG

\ARTAôTG ({INVMTøUM ,IfrANS sofirlloNl cP TfrE
IIÃUSION FOR ltt¡fr) FA9IORg: PAYOPP A}{D @qIP

978.89
13978.s9

1
3
3

Error

1459
"09
LÐ472L.35

76

hot"r

L22TT37.9L

83

*P

< .05

I

978.89
4659.53
496,36
1377,gL

0,71
3.38*
0.3s
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TABI,E 2

'

SUMMART OF .A¡{ALYSTS OF

\ZARTÄNG (UNI{EIGHIED DEANS SOIÍJTIONT OF TIIE

POGGÐ{DORFE ILTUSION F'OR TI^T] ,PACTORS: PAYOFFI AND

Source of
Variance

Sun

of

Squares

lÞan

Error

L732t.29
609063.81
56013.18
9077s43.07

I
3
3
76

Total

975994L.35

83

Payoff
Group
PXG

(P)

(G)

qütP

Squafe

L732L.29
20302L,27
18671.06

tL944t.36

F

0.14s0
L,6997
0"1563
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TABTE 3
STIMMARY

OF ANALYSIS OF \¿ARTANCE (UNhJEICTIÐ MEANS SOLT]TION) EOR
]NGOTNG MTIEI.üM-LY.ER TI;LUSION CONIROL ScoRES FoR T'!^Tc

TT{E

FACTORS: PAYOFF AI{D ROIIP

Source of
Variance

Payoff (P)
Group

PXc
Error

(G)

T'otal

Sr¡n

of

Squares

df

40.30
30649,94
21540.62
IIL0266.34

I
3
3
76

IL62497.20

83

l4earr

Square

40.30
10216.65
7180"21
14609.77

F

O.OOZ7

0.6993
0.49]-4
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interaction differentÍally affected pe.rfornance on t,he
corrected fngoing-Mueller ilLusion. Only the Group effectn
with an F value of 3.38 (df=3/76, P<.05) hras significant.
This finding is not surprisÍng since the Groups received
separate experimental treatment, in terms of locus of coritrol and instructional set.
Regarding the Poggendorff illusion, Table 2 reveals
that no effects, including Payoff and its internaction,
were significant at the ,05 level. Sirnilarlyr tro significant
effect,s were found in the analysis of performance on the
Ingoing Mueller-Lyer control task (Tab1e 3). As a result
of these analyses, there was no evidence to indicate that
type of renumeration affected performance in this st,udy.
Therefore, in subseguent analyses sub-sample scores were
combined and treated as one sample.
Main Data A,nalyses
Separate analyses of variance \^rere conducted on the

Poggendorff illusion data, and the corrected Ingoing Mueller-

Lyer illusion data for two reasons. The mechanisms of the
illusions may be logically expected to differ (one is an
illusion of extent, and one is an illusion of direction),
and thus they may differentially

affect the locus of control and instructional variables. Furthermore, if it is
found that locus of control andiinstructions differentially
affect the perception of illusions, then support for
increased generalizability of these effects will come from
two separate comparisons.
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The Poggendorff IlLusion
The mean and standard deviation for each b10ck of
trials
in each experìmentar- group are presented in Tabre 4.
A

graphic representation of the means is shown in Figure g,
An inspection of the figure reveals some overall trends
that
are consistent wit'h the hypotheses: the illusion decreases
markedly over triars, and internars appear to destroy
the
illusion more rapidry than externar-s. The anatysis of
variance of these results is summarLzed in Table 5.
Reference
to the table indicates significant r-ocus of control (F=s.26
t
df=L/80, p<.05) and trials effects (F=3L.22, df=g/640,
e(.01) ' The locus of control by trials interaction
is also
significant (F=4.34, d.f=g/640, p(.01) . No effect or
inter_
action i-nvolving instructional set was significant.
A graphic representation of the locus of cont,ror
by
j.nteraction
trials
is presented in FÍgure g. Againr âs in
the main analysis, the graph shows that internars dest,roy
the illusion more rapidly oveï trials than externars.
Anarysis
of simple effects revealed that the decreasing trials
effect..
for both internals and externals was significant. The
F
value for internals was 27.55 (df-g/640, e(.05), and
for
externals the F value was 7.gg (d,f_g/640, p
<.05) . Next,
the nine means of the internar subjects \47ere compared
with
each other on an ! priori basis using the Bonferroni
t
statistic multLple comparison technique (Kirk, 196g)
to
determine speclfical-ry r,,¡here significanÈ changes
had occured
over trials, and to assess the progressive aspect of
these

SD

X

EA

SD

X

EO

SD

X

ÏA

SD

'rX,

IO

CrrOt-p

LL8.29
37 .97

119;05
35.83

42.47

LL7.93

116.43
39.53

]N

(

L20.62
45.39

35.58

L22.86
40.02

114 .33

42.87

98.24
36.04

92.3L
46.2L

I20.2L

115.19
35.83

4r.48

LL&.74

118,38
49.30

108.29
35.54

9s.69
34.07

95.40
39.62

45

OF

116.40
52..06:

39.42

1r0.90

93,33
34,07

86.05
46.43

TRTAT,S

111.69
50.99

106.38
43,46

94.L7

42.4I

80.95
32.20

52."66..

108.38

105.67
44.69

85"48
35,42

73.52
35,19

MEANS A¡{D STANDARDIDE\TTATÏCÐ{S FþR EACH BTOCK OF FOUR TRIAI,S
EAGI EXPERTMEDilÏAL GROT]P ON TTIE POGGENDORFT' mLUSTON ns MM. )

TABLE 4
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TABLE 5
STJMI\ARY OF ANATYSTS OF \ARIÃNC PMFORMÐ ON
TÏTE POGGEX{DORTÏ. ILLUSTON

Souræ of

Sun

of

Variar¡ce

Squares

Between Subjects

L092376.58

Iocus of Control
(rc)

Instrustional
Set (IS)

I.C

x IS'

Error

Vüiûtin Srfcjecbs

Trials (T)
ICxT
ïSxT
ICxïSxT

Error
Total

*P <.05
**P< .01

df

I

1016621.53

1
80

357284.00

672

95004.51

L32I7.4r
2944.2I
2642.02
243475;86

L449660.58

Square

F

83

66839.65

8l-32.I7
783.24

Mean

8
B

8

I

640

755

66839.65

5.26*

BI32.L7
783.24
L2707.77

0.64
0.65

11875.56
L652.IB
368.03
330.25
380.43

3I.22**
4.34r,*
0.97
0.87
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changes. These results are presented in Table 6. Similarlyt
the nine means of the externals were compared with one
another. These findings are presented in Tabfe 7. For internals, a much greater number of comparisons r,trere significant
in contrast with external subjects. Again, thís indicated
that internals perceived the illusion more accurately and
rapidly over t.rials, Perceptual learning during the fùrst
three blocks of trials was greatest for internal subjects
Exwitn a tapering off after the third block of trials.
ternalsr on the other hand, perceived the illusion less
accurately and at a slower rate throughout the experiment.
Post-hoc t-tests (two-tailed) were also performed, comparing

the two conditions of locus of control for each trial block,
to determine at which blocks internals and externals differed,
For these a posUeriori tests the alpha level was evenly
divided for the nine comparisons yielding a critical value
of .006. Table I reveals a marked increase in differences
after the second block of trials.
However, the only significant difference \¡üas found at the seventh trial block
(E=2.98, df=82, P( .006). In sum, the statistical analyses
of the locus of control by trials interaction êonfirmed the
hypothesis (lb) that with successive trials internals will
be progressively more accurate in their perception of the
Poggendorff ill¡s¡oe than externals,
The significant main effect of locus of control, which
combines the effects of all other variables, confirmed the
hypothesis (l-a) that internals would perceive the Poggendorff
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TABIE 8
POST-HOC

T-TESIS

COMPAR]NG

]}{IMNALS AND E)gIERIüALS OVER TRTALS

POGGENDORFT' ILLUSTCNT

TELTAL

BI.OCK

*P

<

.006

I

82

0.18

2

82

0.75

3

82

2.50

4

82

1.95

5

82

2.55

6

82

2.3I

7

82

2.gg*

I

82

2.72

9

82

2.48
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illusion more 4ccuately than exte.rna].s. Figure 9 shows that
internals, in general, perceLve the illusion more accurately
than externals. However, the locus of control by trials
interaction modifÍes interpretation of the hypothesis (1a)
to the extent that it is supported in the middle and later
parts of the trails seguence, and. not over the entire experiment.

The significant main effect of trials

confirmed the

hypothesis (c) that with successive trials the Poggendorff
illusion will generally be perceived more accurately. In
Figure 8, it is clear that the amount of illusion decreases
over trials.
Furthermoref some decrease appears in all
experimental groups,
The fngoing Mueller-Lyer Illusion
Scores

(Corrected with Control

deviation for each block of
tråals for all groups are presented in Table 9, and a graphic
representation of the means is shown in Figure 10. The
figure reveals some apparent trends that are consístent wtÈh
the hypotheses: the illusion decreases markedly over trials;
internals destroy the illusion more rapidly than externals;
and objective instructions facilitate destruction of the
illusion more effectively than apparent instructions. The
analysis of variance of these results is summarized in
Table 10. Reference to the table indicates three significant
main effects: locus of control (F=6.29 t df=1/80 , P (,.05) ,
instructional- set (F=5.14¡ df=1rl80, P<.05), and trials
The mean and standard

SD

x

EA

SD

X

m

SD

I

ÏA

SD

Ì

IO

Group

31.71
14.01

3r. 33
7.06

35.57
5.86

31.83
16.59

7.32

29.r9

29.36
6.s9

5.89

29 .74

4.58

27 .29

28.43
11.66

6.I2

25.52
7.42

31.00

25.L9

26.07
9.44

25.48
4.5L

IL.77

26.88
4.78

27.29
L4.28

4

BI.OCKS

TRTAI,S

24.48
10.76

24.8L
7.02

22.76
5.50

5.2r

20.00
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OF

28.93
10.73

22.00
3.18

22.24
4.37

20.76
4.22

22.74
B,7L

15.95
3.23

l-3.67
4.45

17.48
4.57
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23.45
3.95

2.54

16, 00

15.71
2.98

13.93
2-86

20,50
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L4.36
2.20
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TABT,E 10

\ARIANæ PMFOFI¡{Ð ON TÍIE TNC.O]NG MJMJLM-LYER
TLLUSICI{ (CORRECTED !üTTH CO}OTROL DÄTA)

SUMMARY OF A}TALYSTS OF

Source of
Variance
Between

Sr¡n

of

Squares

Subjects 137,p8.26

Iocus of Control

(rc)

Instructional
Set (IS)
IC x rS

Error

vfit}ún Subjects

Trials (T)
LCxT
ïSxT
IJ(xïSxT
Etror
Ttotal

*P < .05
**P < .01

935.56
764.02
I09.7I
11898.97
53830.81
22909.45
1154.35
674.63
1069.60
28022.78
67539.07

df

Mean

Square

F

83

I
1
1
B0

935.56
764;02
L09.7I

6,29*
5.14*
0.74

148.74

672

I
8
I
I
640
755

2863.68
144.29
84.33
133.70
43.79

65.40**
3.30**
1.93
3.05**

75

40, ö,f=8/640 | P <, 01) . Two interactions were also
significant¡ the locus of cont,rol b1z triats interaction
(F=65.

(F=3.30r dfÊ8/640,

P

1.01), and the triple interaction

(F=3,05¡ df=8/640, P< .01)

.

Beginning r,,¡ith the higher order interaction, analyses

of simple effects \^rere performed., The way of examining
this interact,ion which is most relevant to the hypothese (2d)
is to explore the locus of control by trials interaction
for both 1evels of instructional set. A graphic represêrr*.tation of the interaction for each instructional condition
is presented in Figure 11, Both internals and externals
appear to improve with practice at a similar rate under
objective instructions; whire internals seem to improve more
rapidry than ext,ernals under apparent inst,ructions, especially
during the later trials blocks. The orthogonal comparisons
indicated that the locus of control by trials interaction
\^ras significant under apparent instructions (F=4.73 , df=
8/640, P(.05), but not under objective instructions. Analysis of simple effects produced additional findings. The
F-test of trials for internals under apparent instructions
was significant (î=25.54, df=8/640t P<.05). For externals,
the F-test of t,rails under apparent instructions was also
significant (F=6.42, df-8/640, p<.05). Next, the nine
means of the internal subjects r4rere compared with each other
on an a priori basis using the Bonferroni t statist,ic multiple
comparison prodedure (Kirk, 1968) to determine specifically
where significant changes had occurred over trials, and to
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assess the progressive aspect of these chafrges, The result.s
are presented in Tabre 11. Likewiser'ah" nine means of the

externals \4rere cornpared with one another; these findings
are presented in Table 12. For internals, a much greater
number of comparisons r^rere significant in contrast with
external subjects. This indicated that under apparent instructions internals perceived the illusory figure more rapidly
perceptual learning was rapid
and accurately over triars.
during the tríaIs sequence until the sixth block, after
which it taper off quickry. Externals, on the other hand,
perceived the illusion fairly accuratel-y during the early
blocks, but less accurately after the third block of trials.
Post-hoc t-tests (t\¡ro-tailed) hrere performed to determine at
which blocks significant differences existed betwêen internals
and externals under apparent instructions. Table 13 reveals
increasing differences beginning aL trial block seven (E=4.25t
df=40, P(.006). ohter d.ifferences were found at brock eight
(L=7.16¡ df=40, P<.006), and block nine (t=4.':.3¡ df=40,
P<.006). rn sum, these results partially confirm the hypothesis (2d). More specifically, under objective instructions, the
data failed to provide support for differential pèrformance over
trials as a function of locus of control--internals and
externals appeared to perform with similar efficacy. on
the other hand, under apparent instructions, progressivrey
increasing differences beËween subject groups r^rere found
in the raterr.:tùial brocks, and both internals and externals
performed effectively.
Externals did no! perform progressively
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less effectively as predicted.
Even though the rocus of contror by trials interaction
was only signifl.cant under apparent instructions, it was
also predicted (hypothesis Ib) that with successive trials
internars would. be progressively moïe accurate in their
perception of the illusion than externals, regardless of
instructional set. The locus of control by trials double
interaction is graphically represented in Figure 12 ùn which
the data are combined across instructions. consistent with
the hypothesis (1b), internals appear to destroy the illusion
more rapidly than externals, especially after trial block
three. The orthogonal comparisons revealed that the decreasing
trials effect was significant for both groups of subjects
The F value for internals was 44.73 (ð.f=g/640, p <.05), and
for externals the F value was 23.g7 (ð,f=g/640¡ p (.OS).
Next, the nine means of the internals hrere compared with each
other on an ! priori basis using the Bonferroní t statistic
multiple comparison procedure (Kirk, 196g) to pinpoint
sígnificant changfes oveï trials, and to assess the progressive
nature of these changes. These fíndings are summarized in
Table 14. similarly, the nine means of the externals v¡er?e
compared with one another. Table 15 summarizes these
results. Both subject groups "ÞËoduced a very large nr¡qrber
of s:ignificant comparisons, arthough internals performed
more accurately and rapidly over trials.
post-hoc t-tests
(two-tailed) hrere also conducted., comparÍng the two conditions of l-ocus of control for each trial brocks, to specify
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internaLs and externals, differed. Reference to Table
16 indicates an increase in differences after the;third
trial block. For these ! p"=,t"ttori tests, the alpha level

wh-ere

' :-:

-:-:i:,'

:,,,.,,,¡.'.,..i
:: :. t:-:

'" :::''':
,

was divided evenly for the nine comparisons yielding a critical varue of .006. Employing thís criteria, three :

significant differences r^¡ere found: at the sixth trial
b,trock (l=2.86¡ df=82) , the eighth trial block (L=5.44t
df=82), and the ninth trial block (t=3.96, df=82). rn sumn
these results confirm the hypothesis (1b) that with
successive trials internals would be progressively more
accurate in their perception of the illusion than externals.
In line with this hypothesis, it was also predicted (1a)
thatinterna1swouIdperceivethei11usionmoreaccurate1y
than externals, and that, with successive trials the illusion
would be perceived more accurately (lc). The significant
main effect of locus of control, which combines the effects

'. .:.
: :-1:-':

''

:

_

, ,,,,

,

' :.,,.,,

of all other variables, confirmed the first prediction (ra).
rn Figure 10 it, can be seen that internals, in generar,
perceive the illusion more accurately than externals, but
the locus of control by trials interaction modifies
interpretation of the hypothesis to the extent that it is
supported in later trial blocks, and, not over the entire
experiment. The significant main effect of trials confirmed
the second prediction (lc). In Figure 10 it is clear
that the amount of illusion decrement is evident under all
*^--^.:---

rt--

lar

experimental conditions

..:. .:.:...
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;
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:,
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Thehypothesis(2c)concernedwithinstructiona]-set
and trials was not supported in the main analysis of variance

:
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TABLE 16
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since no significant instructional set by trials interaction
was obtained. Howevern data snooping of the triple inter-

action revealed some support for the hypothesis under the
condition of externality. Figure 13 graphicåIly represents
the double interaction at each leve1 of locus of control.
For internals, both sets of instruct,ions seem to facilitate
a decrease of the illusion over trials. For externals, though,
objective instructions appear to facilitate a decrease of
the illusion over trials more than do apparent instructions.
{ posteriori analyses of the sÌmple effects of thg interaction
vrere conducted with the alpha leve1 evenly divided by the
number of comparisons (two) so that the critj-cal value
was .025. The int,eraction was not significant for the
condition of internality, but it was significant for externality (F-3. 75, ð,f=8/640, P( . 025) . Analysis of simple
effects found that performance over trials for externals
under objective instructions was significant (F=21.30¡
ð.f.-8/640, P(.025). The analysis of trials under apparent
instructions was also significant (F=6¿42, df.=B/GAo¡ p <.025).
Next, the Tukey HSD a posteriori multiple comparison test
(KirK¡.,.1968) was employed to determine where significant
changes had occurred over trials for each instructional
set, and to assess the progressive nature of these changes.
Tabre L7 summarizes the results for objective instructions,
and. Table I8 summarizes the findings for apparent instructions.
For objective instructions, a much greater number of
comparisons were significant, ëompared to apparent instructions.
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Againr this indicated that objective ins,tr.uctions

rt7ere

nore

facilitative, particularly in the rater trLal blocks, und.er
the condition of externality. post-hoc t-tests ;(twö-tailed)
vtere also performed, comparing performance with objective
and apparent instructions for each triaL block for externals,

to specify at which blocks instructional set significantly
affected performance, Reference to TabLe 19 reveaLs an increase
in differences after the fifth trial block. For these a
posts:riori Èest,s, the alpha level was divided evenly yielding
a critical value of .003 for the nine comparisons. using
this stringent criteria, only three significant differences
\irere found: at the seventh trial block (t=3.35, df=40),
the eighth triar block (l=7,27 ¡ df=40) r and the ninFh', trial
block (E=6,28, df=40). rn sum, the hypothesis (2c) which
predicted that under objective instructions subjects would
perform more accurately over trials than under apparent
instructions was not suþported in the main analysis of
variance. However, posË-hoc analyses determined that the
hypothesis was paritialry sarvagable. rt was found that the
hypothesis was supportable in the case of external subjects,
but, the data failed to provide support for the hypothesis
in the case of internars. rn rine with hypothesis 2c, it

also predicted (2a) that ob j ective instructions would
facilitate more accurate performance on the ilrusion than

T¡ras

would apparent instructions.

The significant main effect

of instructionaL setn which combines the effects of al1 other
variables, seems to confirm this prediction. ïn Fìgure:,,J.p,

: :::':-l:'lrì.ì
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it appears that objectiye instructionsr ,in, generalr are more
facilitative of a decrease in the ainount of illusion. Hov¡ever, other findings modify the supportability of the hypotheÉùs (2a). The analysís of the instructional set by trials
component of the trLple interaction revealed that objective
instructions in contrast with apparent instructions facíIitate destruction of the illusion over trials for externals,
but the data do not provide support for this phenomenon in
the case of internaLs, These findings provide support for
the hypothesis (2a), more specifically, in the case of
externals and over the trials seguence. Thus, the hypothesis
(2a) is only partial.ly confirmed.
Further data snooping of the locus of control and
instructional set hypothesis (2b) r'tras essentially unproductive.
The hypothesis was not supported in the main analysis, and
only at one trial block in a posteriori analyses, This
-:--component of the tríple interaction was examined at each of
the nine trial blocks with the alpha leve1 evenly divided
so that the critical value for the nine comparisons was .003.
Only one significant comparison hras found. At trial block
seven, the F value was 10.62 (d.f=I/7201 . This finding has
little importance since no other interactions were significant at any of the other eight trial bl_oeks.
rhe Ingoing

I.llusion c.onF-fgl pioreF
These data were examined on a post-hoc basis for two
reasons. FÌrst, simply to determine if a control score
trials effect was demonstrable when a psychophysical method
ryIue¡¡giç-l-yêF,

94

of production is emproyed to measure an ,irl-usion. sÌ,ireeney
(1973) found a control score trials effect while investigating successive trial-s effects of both forms of the MuellerLyer illusion using a method of adjustment. second, to
assess the possibility that personality differences found in
the study are not rerated to illusory tasks g"r
These
"".
differences rûay aLso exist.:for nonçil1usor). tasks.
The mean and standard deviation for each block of
trials in each experimental group are presented in Table 20,
and the means are graphicalry represented in Figure L4. The
figure does not reveâl any easily discernibre or systematic
trends.
The design of the analysis of variance vras identical

to the analyses of both sets of illusion data, A st¡lnmaïy
of the analysis of variance of the contror task data is shown
in Table 2L. Reference to .the tabre indicates a significant
locus of control by instructional set by trials interaction
(f=2.47 ¡ df=8/640, p <.05) .

other main effect or inter_
action was significant. since only the triple interaction
was significant, data snooping was initiated for the various
components of this interaction.
one way of exploring the higher order interaction was
to probe the locus of contror by triars interaction for
both conditions of instructional set. A graphic representation
of the interaction at each level of instructionar set is
shown in Figure 15. rt appears that internals and externals
perform similarly over trials under objective instructions.
No
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TABI,E 21
SUMNAHT OF AIüALYSTS OF
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on the other hand, ,undetr apparent instructions, it

seems

that the perforrnance of internals decreases little with
practice, while the penformance of externals decreases_.êt
least until the seventh trial b1ock. A po=l""i"ri analyses
of the simple effects of the interaction hrere performed with
the alpha level evenly divided by the number of comparisons
(two) so that the critical value was ,025. The locus of
control by triats interaction was only significant under
apparent instructions (F=2.46, ð.f=g/64e, p (.025). Analysis
of the simple effects of this component of the triple
interaction did not provide any additionar significant findings. Further analyses (F-tests) failed to provide evidence
that either interanls or externals differentially perceived
the control distance over trials when given apparent instructions.
A second way of looking at the triple interact,ion was
to examine the instructional set by trials interaction for
both levels of locus of control. A graphic representation
of the interact,ion for each rocus of control condition is
seen in Figure 16. For int,ernals, both sets of instructions
appear to affect performance over trials similarly, especially
in the later trial blocks. For externals, however, objective
instructions seem to facilÈtate a decrease in performance
more than do apparent instructions. A posteriori anaryses
of the interaction were performed with the alpha leve1
evenly dividèd by the number of comparisons (two) so that
the critical value was .02s. Neither comparÌson vras
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signif,icant which .Índicated that the ¿¡q]]rses' failed to provide statlstical support for the observations of Figure 16.
A third way of dealing with the higher order interaction
vùas to explore the locus of control by instructional set
interaction at each of the nine trial bLocks. For these a
posteriori tests the alpha leve1 was evenl-y divided for the
nine comparisons yielding a critical value of .003. No
significant differences r¡rere found using this criteria.
ïn sum, a post,eriori analyses of simple effects produced
only one significant finding despite the fact that a
significant triple interaction was obtained in the main
analysis of variance. Although a control score trials effect
is not demonstrated with a psychophysicar method of production, the analyses and inspection of the data provide some
justificatÍon for the use of a conÈrol task in this study.
The data suggested that under some conditions externals
appeared to show a mi.ld d,ecrease in performance which is
unrelat,ed to the illusory tasks. . This decrease actually
represents a tendency toward underestimation because the
control distance is perceived as shorter than it really is.
This phenonmenon could lead, theoretically, to an artífically
decreasing measurement of the rngoing Mueller-Lyer illusion
since a smaller number would be subtracted from the raw
illusion score yielding biased corrected scores on which
predictions are based. However, there is little hard evidence
that the personaS-ity differences found in this study are
related to non-illusory tasks. rn any event, it was conüended

L02

that to obt,ain a clearer understanding of the control
conditionrs functionn it might be of val.ue to analyze the
raw Ingoing Muell_er-Lyer illusion data.
Ingoing MJrel1er¡Lyer Illusion

(Uncorrècte,Ö Raw Da-ta

Like the control score data, these data were examined
on a post-hoc basis. The mean and standard deviation f.or
each block of trials in each experÌmental group are presented
in Table 22. A graphic repïesentation of the means can be
seen in Figure L7. some apparent t.rends of the data are
consistent with the hypotheses: the ilrusion decreases
markedly over trials with internars perceiving the figure
more accurately than externals. Also, objective instructions
seemr:to facilitate performance over trials more than do
apparent instructions. The analysis of variance of these
results is summarized in Table 23. Again, the design of this
analysis was identical to the illusion and control_ score
analyses. Reference to the table indicates one signifi,cant
main effect: trials (F=26.00, d,f=g/640, p <.OI). Three
interactions Ì^/ere also significant: the locus of control
by trials interaction (F=3.4g¡ ð,f=g/64e, p <.05) , the
instructi-onal set by tri-als interaction (F=1.9g, d,f=g/640,
P <.05) , and the triple interaction (F=4.51¡ df=g/640, p
<.01) .
starting with the higher order interaction, anaryses
of simple effects hrere conducted. The way of exploring
this interaction which is most pertinent to the hypothesis
(2d) is to examine the locus of control by trials inter-
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Variance
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action for both ,Ievels of instructional set. Figure 18
reveals a graphic representation of the interaction for each
condition of instructional set. Internals and externals
both seem to improve with practice at a similar rate under
objective instructions. V[ith apparent instructions, though,
internals appear to improve more rapìd1y with practice than
do externals. A pqs:Ueriori analses of the ::,simple ef fects
of the interact;" r*"
witrrltrre alpha level
"""formed
evenly divÌded. by the number of comparLsons (two) so that
the critical value was .025. The locus of control by triars
interaction was significant under apparent instructions
(F=6.67 ¡ ð'f=8/640t P<.025') , but not under objective instructions. Analysis of the simple effects of this component
of the tripre interaction reveared additional significant
resurts. The analysis of tri.äls for internals under apparent
instructions was significant (E=14.64, d.f:8/640, p1.025) |
but the analysís of trials for externals under apparent
instructions was not significant. Next, the nine means of
the internars \^rere compared with each other on an g posteriori
basis using t,he Tukey HSD multiple comparison test (Kirk,
1968) to determine specifically where significant changes
had occured over trials, and to assess the progressive aspect
of these changes. The results are presented in Table 24.
A large number of comparisons r^rere significant indicating
that under apparent instructions internals perceived the
illusory figure quLte accuratefy and rapidly. post-hoc
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t-tests (t¡¡o-taåled) were perfoqmed, comparing internals and
externals for each'triaI block under apparent instructions,
to specify at whìch blocks these subject groups differed.
For these . po"t"rioii tests the alpha levef was evenly
divided for the nine comparisons yiefding a critical value
of .003. Reference to Table 25 reveals increasing differences
after the fifth block of trials.
Employing this stringent
criteria, however; only two significant differences Ìrere
found: at the seventh trial block (t=3.73, df=40), and. the
eighth trial block (t=3.19r df=40). In sum, these results
confirmed the hypothesis (2d). More precisely, under
objective instructions, the data failed to provide evidence
for differential performance over trials as a function of
locus of control--internals and external performed r^/ith
similar effectiveness. Under apparent instructions, on the
other hand, int,ernals performed progressively more effectively
as predicted.
Although the locus of control by trials

interaction was
only significant under apparent instructions, it was also
predicted (hypothesj"s lb) that with successive trials internals
would be progressively more accurate in their perception
of the iIlusory figure than externals when instructional
set was disregarded. Combined across instructions, the
locus of control by trials interaction is shor^¡n in Figure 19.
Consistent with the hypothesis (1b), internals seems to
destroy the ilLusion more quickly than externals, particularly
after trial- block five.' Á po"a"ti"t¡ analyses of the simpLe

ji¡:l)Ì¡:'l
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effects of, ttr.e, ,inter,4ction were peqfoF¡ned with the alpha
leve1 evenly divùded by the nurnber of co¡np4risons (two) so
that the criticaL value was .025, The decreasing trial-s
effect for both internals and ext,ernals was signiflcant.
The F value for internals was 2L.gg (df=8/640 | P <.025) t
and for ext,ernals the F value was 7.46 (df=8/640' P <.025) .
Next, the nine means of the internal subjects were compared
with each other empLoying the Tukey HSD test (Kirk, 1968)
to pinpoint r¡here slgnificant changes had occurred across
TabLe 26 summarizes these results. Similarly, the
trials.
nine means of the external subjects urere compared with one
another. These results are seen in Table 27. For internals,
a greater number of comparisons \^rere significant in contrast
with external subjects. Again, this indicated that internals
perceived the illusory figure more rapidly and accurately
across trials.
Perceptual learning during the middle trial
blocks was greatest for internal subjects, leveling off
after trial block six. On the other hand, externals perceived the figure at a slower rate and less accurately
during the trials sequence. Post-hoc t-tests (two-tailed)
vrere also completed, comparing the two levels of locus control

for each trial block, to determine where internals and
externals differed, For these a posteriori tests the alpha
level was evenly dLvided for the nine comparisons yielding
a critical value of ,003. No significant differences $rere
obtained employing the stringent criteria, despite increasing
differences observed after the fifth trial block in Figure 19.
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In suln, thes:e tre.gu].ts confirm the h.ypothesis (1b) that with
successive trials internals would be progressively more
accurate in their perception of the illusion than externals.
rn line with this hypothesis, it was also predicted (1c)
that with successive trials the irlusion would be perceived
more accurat,ely. The sLgnificant main effect of tri.áls,
which combines the effects of a1r other variables, seems to
confirm this prediction. ïn Figure !7, it can be seen
that the amount of illusion decreases with trials for at
least three of the four experÍmental groups. However, the
lack of a trials effect for externals under apparent instructions modifies the interpretation of the hypothesis to the
extent that it, supported for three of the four experimental
groups.

A graphic representation of the instructional set by
trials interaction is presented. in Figure 20 in which the
data are combined over locus of control. The graph shows
that both sets of instructions seem to facititate a decrease

of Èhe illusion over trials, but that after the fifth block
objective instructions appear to be molee faciritative than
apparent instructions.

The alpha revel was evenly divided

by the number of comparisons (two) yielding a critical
value of .025 when g posteriori analyses of the simple effects
of the interaction were conducted. The decreasing trials
effect for boÈh sets of instructions was significant. The
F value for objective instructions was 1g.96 (df=g/a+0,
p<,025), and for apparent instructions the F value was 9.oI
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Next, the nine means of the objective
instructions were compared with one another using the Tukey
HSD method (Kirk, 1968) to determine where significant,
changes had occurred over trials, and to asses's the progressive
nature of these changes. The results of this analysis are
seen in Table 28. Similarly, the nine means of the apparent
instructions ulere compared with each other. Table 29
summariz.es these findings. For objective in5tf,uctions, a
greater number of comparisons rtrere significant in contrast
with apparent instructions. Again, this indicated that
objective instructions r^rere more facilitative than apparent
instructions. Perceptual learning in the middle trial blocks
\^ras greatest under objectÌve instructions, after an initiat
period of difficulty.
under apparent instructions rearning
ïras also greatest in the middle blocks, but it occurred at
a slower rate throughout the trials sequence. post-hoc
t-tests (two-tailed) were also conducted, comparing performance with objective and apparent instructions for each
trial block, to specify at which blocks instructional set
significantly affected performance. For these a posteriori
tests the alpha level was evenly divided yíelding a critical
üalue of .003 for the nine comparisons. No significant
d.ifferences were found using this stringent criteria, in
spite of the increasing differences observed after trial
block five in Figure 20, In sum, these findings confirmed
the hypothesis (2c) that under the condition of objective
instructions, individuaLs would perform more accuratefy over
P
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trials on the illusion than under the conditi.on of apparent
instructions, regardless'of locus of controL, However, data
snooping of the triple interaction revealed some other
interesting findings.
A graphic representation of the instructional set by
t,rials interaction for each Ievel of locus of control is
shown in Figure 2L. Both conditions of instructional- set
appear to generally facilitate performance over trials for
internals. On the other hand, only objective instructions
seem to facilitate performance across trials for externals.
â posteriori analyses of the simple effects of the interaction
h¡ere Berformed with the alpha level evenly divided by the
number of comparisons (two) so that the critical value
was .025. The instructional set by trials j-nteraction was
significant for both levels of locus of control. Under
the condition of internality the F value was 2.54 (df=B/640,
P <.025) , and under the condition of externality the F varue
hras 3.95 (df=8/640, P <.025). Analysis of the simple
effects of this component of the tripre interact,ion produced
other significant findings. The analyses of trials for internals under both instructional conditions r.rêtîe significant.
The F value under objective instructions was 9.89 (df=B/640¡
P <.025) , and under apparent instructions the F value was
14.63 (ð,f.^81640t P < .025). Next, the Tukey HSD procedure
(Kirk, 1968) was employed to specify where signfficant
changes had occurred over trials for each instructional set,
and to assess the progressive nature of these changes, Table
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30 summarizes the sesulüs for obj.ective instructions ¡ êod
Table 31 summaràzes the findings for apparent instructions.

For apparent instructions, a somewhat greater number of
comparisons were significant, in contrast with objective
instruct,ùons, Thus, while both sets of instructions
facilitated performance for internalsr it appears that
apparent instructions were somewhat more facilitative.

Post-

hoc t-tests were also performed, comparing performance with

objective and apparent instructions for each trial block
for internals, to determine at which blocks instructional
set significant.ly affected performance. The alpha leve1
\tras evenly divided for these a posteriori tests yielding

a

critical value of .003 for each of the nine comparisons.
Using this stringent criteria, no significant differences
vrere found despite seeming differences in the early and
late trial blocks in Figure 2L. The analysis of trials for
externæ.l"s r(As significant under objective instructions (F=
10.35, df.=8/64Q, P<.025), but not under apparent instructions. Next, the Tukey HSD test (Kirk' 1968) vtas used to
pinpoint where signficant changes had occurred over trials,
and to assess the progressive aspect of these changes. The
findings are presented in Table 32. A moderate number of
comparisons hrere significant indicating that under objective
instructions extetrnals perceived the illusory figure fairly
accurately, particularly in the middle trial blocks. Again'
post-hoc t-tests, comparing performance with objective and
apparent instruction for externalsr did not produce any
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significant findings in spite of, dif,ferences in the rater
trial blocks observed in Figure 21. rn sum, the prediction
(2c) that under the conditìon of objective instructions,
individuals would perform more accuratery over trials on the
illusion than under the condition of apparent instructions
is sustained, more specifically, in the case of externals
while the data failed to providé support for the hypothesis
in the case of internals.
Additional data snooping concernÍng the hypothesis (2b)
dèaling with locus of control and instructionar set was
unproductive. The hypothesis was not supported in the main
anarysis of variance nor in any of the a pos:têrÍori analyses
of the locus of control by instructional set component of
the triple interaction. This component was explored at each
of the nine triar blocks with the alpha lever evenly divided
for the nine comparisons so that the critical value was .003.

gf Dif felenggg Fgund ilr= thg- Analyses
and Raw Ingoing Mue

sulmery

of rhe correcred

At this point it may be of value to summaríze the differences between the corrected and raw rngoing Mueller-Lyer
illusion data analyses. Furthermore, how these differences
relate to the studyts hypotheses is t,he major issue with
regard to assessing the function of the rngoing Mueller-Lyer
illusion control task.
Corrected ingg¡ng_Mugllêr-Lyêr,,illu,si,on Sata. Here,

three significant maLn effects (locus of control, instruct,ional set,, and trials) were obtained in the main analysis
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of variance. Two significant interactÍons r4¡ere also found
(locus of control by t.rials, and locus of control by
instructional set by trials).
Hypothesis Ia was confirmed. It was found that internals
perceived the illusion more accurately than externals,
particularly in later trial blocks. Hypothesis lb was
confirmed, but it was found, surprisingly, that externals
as well as internals perceived the illusion more accurately
over trials.
In line wiÈh this, hypothesis lc was confirmed
as it was found that the amount of illusion decreased over
Èrials for all experimental groups.
Hypothesis 2a was partially eonfirmed. Objective instructions facilitated more accurate performance than apparent
instructions for externals, and over trials.
The data did
not indicate support for the hypothesis in the case of
internals. The hypothesis (2b) concerned with locus of control and instructional set was not supported ln any general
sense. Only at one of nine trial blocks was the prediction
sustained. The hypothesis (2c) dealing with instructional
set and trials was not supported in the main analysis. However, the predÍction was part,ially salvaged on a post-hoc
basis as it was found that objective instructions facilitated
performance over trials for externals, but the d.ata failed
to províde support for the hypothesis in the case of internals. Lastly, hypothesis 2d was partially confirmed.
Under objecÈive instructions there was LLttle difference in
the performance of ìnternals and externaLs over trials.

Ilowever, under êpparent instructions, both internals
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Externals
externals performed rnore accuratefy over trials.
did not perform progressively less effectivefy as predicted.

iltusion data. Here, only one
significant main effect (trials) was found in the main
analysis of variance. Three significant interactions were
also obtained (locus of control by trials, instructional
set by trialsr and locus of control by instructional set by
trials).
Hypothesis Ia was not confirmed. The data failed to
provide evidence that internals, in general, perceive the
illusion more accureately than externals. However, hypothesis
lb was confirmed. With successive trials, internals were
progressively more accurate in their perception of the
illusion. However, externals also perceived the illusion
more accurately over trials.
Hypothesis lc was also confirmed. It was found, hoÌ,rrever, that the amount of illusion
decreased over trials except for externals under apparent
instructiong "
Hypothesis 2a was not confirmed. The data did not
provide support for more accurate performance as a function
of objective instructions as contrasted with apparent instructions, The hypothesis (2b) dealing with locus of
control and instructional set was also not confirmed. At
no trial bfock was the prediction supported. The hypothesis
(2c) concerned with instructional set and trial-s r'três pêrtially confirmed. Ît was found that. objective Lnstruct,ions
naw ingoing muelLer-f,yer
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f,acilitated perfgrmance over trials for externals, while
the data did. not provide evidence for the prediction for
internals. Lastly, hypothesis 2d was confirmed. Under
objective instructions there was little difference between
internalsr and externalsi performance over trials. Also,
under apparent instructions, internals performed more
accurately over trials whereas externals did not.
The most salient difference between the corrected and
raw Mueller-Lyer illusion data is the absence of the between
subjects madin effects of locus of control and instructional
set in the rarñ¡ illusion data analysis. Other, more subt,le,
differences affecting the interaction hypotheses have already been noted. The relationship of this phenomenon to
the function of the control condition will be discussed
shortly. At this point, ho\,,rever, the different results
obtained in the main analyses of variance for the corrected
Ingo:i,ng Mueller-Lyer illusion, the raw Ingoing Mueller-Lyer
illusion, gL the Poggendorff illusion prompt further a
posterioriranalyses. For the Poggendorff data, like the
raw Muèller-Lyer data, a main effect of instructional set
was not demonstrated in addition to other interactions.
correlation Analyses
Different findings with the assorted lllsuory tasks
suggest examination of the relationships between the
dependent variables in the studyls main anaLyses of variance.
Pearson product-moment correfations (Gåmes and Klane, 1967)

:¡.:.'a
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were calculated eomparing each s.et of ill.usion üask data in
each experimental group. Table 33 reveals, generalry, 1ow

non-signffrùcant correlations.
one would have expected that effective performance on

one illusory task is rerated to effeitive performance on

another--particularly in the case of thej corrected rngoing
Mueller-Lyer and Poggendorff illusions. The int.roduction
of a control- condition for the Ingoing Muefler-Lyer corresponds
to different analysis of variance resurts. NeiËher the
corrected nor the raw Mueller-Lyer illusÌon correlate significantly with the poggendorff irlusion, but the corrected.
illusion appears to be somev¡hat more refated to the poggendorff
figure, and the hypotheses r,t¡ere predlcted for controlcorrected Mueller-Lyer d.ata,
rt is possible that the correlations in Table 33 are
low because the range in the illusion measures may have been
restricted due to the dicotomization of subjects on the r-E
dimension. Therefore, the corrected rngoing Mueller-Lyer
illusion was correlated with the poggendorff illusion under
objective and apparent instructions allowing locus of control
to vary more widely. under objective instructions, it was
found that the corrected rngoing Muerler-Lyer figure was
not related to performance on the poggendorff illusion
(r=0.22¡ df=40, P) .05). similarly, under apparent instructions, it was found Ëhat Muerler-Lyer performance $ras not
retated to Poggendorff 1àerformance '(¡=ê.15¡ df=40, p) ,05).
Next, partial correlations (McNemar, 1955) were conducted
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TABTE 33
PEARSON PRODUCT{'IOIIENTI CORRELAIION
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pertiêling out .any possibfe effect of, the per.sonality
variable from bottl ill,usion tasks in order to giet the most
pure measure of reLationship between the two illusions. First,
a correfation was calcu1ated between the personality
variabfe ac¡ross objective instructions and the corrected
Ingoing Mueller-Lyer illusion. An r of -0.03 (df=40) was
obÈ,ained which suggested that locus of conLrol is not related
to the corrected Muefler-Lyer illusion under this set of
instructions. The correfation between the personality
variable over apparent instructions was signifÍcant (r= 0.32) ,
df=40, P. 1.05)r,rhich indicat,ed that locus of control is
related to performance on the corrected Ingoing Mueller=Lyer
illusion under apparent instructions. The correlation between the personality variable across objective instructions
and the Poggendorff illusion was significant (r=0.52, df=
40, P <.05) which indicates that locus of control is related
to performance on the task under this set of instructions.
The correlation between the locus of control variable over
apparent instructions and the Poggendorff iLlusion was not
significant. An r of 0.27 (df=40) suggested that the personality variable is not related to performance on the
Poggendorff illusion under this set of instiuctions. Finally,
the partial correlation between the corrected Ingoing
Mueller-Lyer and Poggendorff illusions under objective instructions, with locus of control partialed out, hras 0.28.
This partial correfation was tested for signifi-eance by the
t technique. The' t value was 1.80 (df=3.9) which indicated
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that the pfobabrlitf of th,e correlation deviating from zero
The partial correLation between the
was not significant,
corrected Ingoing Mueller-Lyer and Poggendorff illusions,
with locus of control partialed out was, -0.26, Again, the
partial correlation was tested for significance by the t
technique. The t value was---l.62 (df=39) which indicated
that the proþability of this correfation deviating from zero
\á¡as also not significant.
In conclusion, partialing out
the effect of the locus of control dimension did not improve
the relationship between the illusions, and the lorn¡ correlations demonstrate that performance on the illusions are
essentially unrelated.
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The present study was conducted for several reasons:

First, to assess the predictive'capacity .i¿ generality of
the organismic model of trials effects. Secondly, to
determine if goemetric illusions can be employed to differentiate perceptual performance of internai-s and externals.
Third, Èo determine if objective versus apparent instructions
defined along a dimension et task-rerevant cue explicitness
affect perception of the Poggendorff illusion as well as the
Tngoùng Mueller-Lyer illusion.
Lastly, to determine if a
successive trials effect can be replicated with the rngoing
Mueller-Lyer illusion when a psychophysical method of
production is employed.
The Organismic Model of Trials Effects

different types of illusory tasks were employed in
this study in order !o assess the generality of the trials
effect model. The first task was the poggendorff illusion,
an illusion of direction. The second Èask, upon which
predictions Ì^¡ere based, qras the gorfgctgg form of the rngoing
Mueller*Lyer illusion,
The iss'ue of the predictive capacity
of the model was approached from two directions: use of a
selection variabLe (the locus of control personality construct)
Two

.:,.'.r":^ï":):í:r
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and the Bqnipulation of instructionaL set.

Conceptualized as articulate perceLvers, internals
perceived both illusions more accurateryn particularry during

the later trial blocks. General- confirmation of the first
set of hypotheses (Ia t,o lc) essentially supports this statement. !üith repeated presentation of the same stimulus,
internals processed perceptual information more efficiently
than externals. Interestingly, though, ext,ernals also
demonstrated a successive trials effect on both iLlusions.
f¡fithin the context of the organismic modet of triaLs ef fects,
externals v¡ere conceptualized as global perceivers, As such,
they Ì,rere expected to demonstrate littLe, if âtryn practice effect
on the illusory taSks. The contrary phenomenon suggests
that the effect of trials, and the learning mechanism
instrinsic to the iJ-lusionsn may be more influential than
locus of controL in affecting what häppens to the figures
over trials.
rn other words, the nature of the task (a long
series of repeated measures) seems to attentuate locus of
control differences. clearry, externals arso effectively
processed perceptual information over trials, though. not
at the same rate as externals. A comparison of epsílon values
(cohen, 1965) supports the interpreüation that the learning
mechanism of the illusions may be more influential than
locus of control.. For the corrected rngoing Mueller-Lyer
illusion, the epsilon value for the effect of locus of
control was ,26, and for trials it was ,69, The effect
of trials accounts for a much larger proportion of variance
than locus of control. For the poggendorff irrusion an

..ria,;:.1
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epsilon value of .23 was obtained f,or Locus of control, and
an epsilon value of ,51- was obtained for the effect of
trials. Again, t,ria3-s accounts for a greater proportion of
variance.
The locus of control results demonstrated with the

corrected rngoing Mueller-Lyer and Poggendorff illusions can
be integrated into a body of data generated from several
previous studies, Internals have been found to be better
perceptuar learners than externals (chance & Goldsteín, r97I¡
Crandall & Lacy, L972), It has also been shown that. internals
are more visual-1y attentive (Lefcourt, Lewis, & Silverman,
1968), have lower recognition thresholds (Sautier, l-97l-¡
Strickland & Rodhran, L964) , and are more perceptually vigilant
(Lefcourt, L967 ¡ Lefcourt & wine, 1969) than externars. vüith
regard to informatien-processing, internals have been found
to be more effective at extracting t,ask-relevant information
(ouCet.ter & üIolk , 1973¡ Vüolk & DuCette, Lg74) , utilizing
(Barte11, DuCette, & WoIk, 1972) , and performing more

it,

accurately when feedback is intrinsic (Baron, €t arrl974).
rn sum, the predictive capacity of the organismic moder of

trials effectsr assessed in terms of the locus of control
personality construct, appears to be quite adequate.
The second approach to estimate the predictive capacity

of the trials model employed manipuLation of instructionar
set. Objective instructions \¡ilere conceptualized as conveying
art,icuLate informat,ion to the obse.rvers, This information
elaborated some of the task--rerevant: cues whÌch were assumed
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to be required hy the subjects in order for them to perform
more successful.ly on the ilJ.usory tasks. rn addition, it
was contended that this type of instructions wouLd. provide
the observer with definite extrinsic cues. Apparent instïuctions, on the other hand, rnrere conceptualized as providing
comparatively globar information to the subjects. This
information did not eLaborate explicit task-rerevant cues.
rt was arso maintal.ned that this type of instructional set
would allow the observer to process the visual information
contained in the task on her own (i.e., without the aid of
previously defined expJ.icit cues). The second set of
hypotheses (2a t,o 2d') was partially confirmed for the
correêted rngoing Mueller-Lyer illusion, but not. the poggendorff illusÍon. None of the hypotheses involving instructional set were confirmed for the poggendorff task. For
the Mueller-Lyer irlusion, it was found that objective
instructions facilitated performance for externals per se,
and over triars for external subjects. Arso, und.er objective
instructions there was rittre d.ifference in the performance
of internals and externals across trials. under apparent
instructions, hovrever, internals performed progressively
more effectively; but externals did. not perform ress
accurately over trials as predicted. As with the locus of
control variable, instructional set accounted. for a smaller
proportion of variance than the effect of trials in the main
analysis of variance. For instructions, the epsil-on value
h¡as .26, whereas ån epsilon value of, .69 had been obtained
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for the effect of trials. The fact that trials accounted
for the greate"st proportion of variance than either the
pensonality or instructionar variables correspond.s with

Gibsonrs (1953) findings that greater accuracy in perceptual
judgment occurs across repeated measures with a large variety

of perceptual phenomena. The learning mechanism intrinsic
in the task R4yr to some extent, obviate the effect of other
experimental varLabLes--particularJ-y variables of a cognitive
nature. rn line with thLs, even for the raw rngoing Mueller-

Lyer illusion data, the epsilon varue for triars was guit,e
high, .46, while neither of the other cognitivery-oriented
variables (e.g., loous of control, and instructional set)
v¡ere obtained as main effects.

The instructional set resulÈs found with the corrected
Ingoing MuelLer-Lyer illusion can be related to other studiesl

findings. Benussi's (1904, LgI2, LgI4) work contends that
objective, cue explicating inst.ructions faciritate destruct,ion of the geometric illusions, including the Mueller-Lyer
figure. Day's (L962a, b) ínvestigations also suggest that
objective instructions are related to Muelrer-Lyer ilrusion
decrement. Boht Benussi and Day manipulated observation
attitude along a dimension of .whole viewing" and "part
isorating, " They f,ound that the latter set of instructions
facilitated visual accuracy. Iilountjoy (1965) found that
subjects who are aware of the type of distortion the MuerrerLyer figure produces perceived the irrusion more accurately
over trials than s:ubj'ects who have misconcepLions about the
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nature of the illusion,
several locus of control studies
(Lefcourt, ]-967 ¡ Lefcourt' & Vüine, Lg69) have found that

task-clarifying directions attentuate internal-external
differences whereas in low cue conditions internals function
more effectivery than externals. Another set of investigations (Nickefs e Williams, L97O; lüilliams, ]-97L) revealed
that when the experimental- task is highry struètured locus
of control differences weaken.
rn the present study, neither previous illusion or rocus
of control findings are especially predlctive of this experimentts instructionar set results. For the poggendorff
taskr rro instructional set hypothesis was confirmed. partial
confirmation of only two instructions hypotheses (2a, 2d)
was obtained for the corrected rngoing Mueller-Lyer irlusion.
Another hypothesis (2c) was partially sarvaged on a post-hoc
basis. Furthermore, the hypothesis (2b) concerned with
locus of control and instructional set was not confirmed
for any of the stud.y's tasks. several possible expranations
are offered. First, it has arready been pointed out that
externals performed more effectively over triars than
expected on both tasks, and_under apparent instructions on
the corrected rngoing Mueller-Lyer figure. These findings
may lessen the probability of obtaining specific instructional set interactions, particularry since the effect of
trials (or learning) is so strong for all experimental
groups on both tasks" second, the apparent instructions
may not have been glbbal enough. The subjects, especialry

:l-j
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externalsf may have been supplied with too much extrinsic
information which made the tasks less ambiguous so that the
instructional set hypotheses courd not be demonstrated more
conclusivery, Third, similar]ry, the task itself may not
have been highly structured enough to diminish the importance
of the subjectts generalized locus of control expectancy.
Here, unlike in other sLudies cited, the experimenter did
not alter schedules of reinforcement t ot institute other
response-contingent ñanipulations during the course of the
subject¡s performance. rn any event, the post-experimental
questionnaire did not provide any insight into these issues.
Based on the Poggendorff dlata, it appears that any
effects of inst,ructional set did not generalize from an
illusion of extent (the Mueller-Lyer) to an illusion of
direction. rn sum, the predictive capacity of the organismic
model, assessed in terms of differential instructional set,
seems to be quite limited. Furtheg examination of the
instructional sets (see appendices) may offer anoËher tentative explanation of the lack of generality, which is worthy
of future syst,ematic investigation. The apparent, low cue
instructions which supplied comparat,ivery gtobal information
to the subjects seem similar for the rngoing Mueller-Lyer
and Poggendorff illusions.
That is, the instructj-ons are
approximately the same length--61 words for the rngoing
Mueller-Lyer illusion inst,ructions, and 64 words for the
Poggendorff figure instructions. Alson the number of [cue
blocks'f for each set of instructions {gthe 'same--one "cue

I4I
blocklt for each set of instru-ctions. ThiF" tef¡nCue bfock is arbitrarily defined by the experimenter as a
word or phrase assumed to convey a succinct piece of informat,ion to the subject which is necessary for efficient task
performance. It should be pointed out that this aspect of
the discussion of instructional set is a prefiminary one
based on post-experimental assessment. Cue blocks for each
set of illusion instructions are denoted by ital-ics in the
respective , appendix. The objective, hígh cue instructions
which supplied comparatively articulate information to the
subjects do not appear similar for the fngoing Mueller-Lyer
and Poggendorff illusions.
That is, the instructions are
not approximately the same length--lO9 words for the Ingoing
Mueller-Lyer figure instructions, and 88 words for the
Poggendorff target instructions. More importantly, the
number of cue blocks for each set of instructions varies-5 cue blocks for the Mueller-Lyer instructions, and 3 cue
blocks for the Poggendorff instructions. Cue blocks for
each set of illusion instructions are represented by italics
in the respective append.ix. These frequency analyses
suggest that the objective instructional set for the Ingoing
Mueller-Lyer illusion was more cue-loaded than the objective
instructions for the Poggendorff illusion. In other words,
more task-related. information may have been conveyed to the
subject in preparation for performance on the Mueller-Lyer
task than on the Poggendorff task, This may account for the
find.ing that, when between subjects error is minimized, by
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use of a contr.ol cgndition in tÌte case of the cotrtrected
rngoing Muerler-Lyer. il-rusion, instructionaL set is an effec-

tive variable in the. perception of illusions. The poggendorff
figure did not employ a control condition to derive a
response bÌas corrected illusion score. Lastly, these instruct,ionar set post-experimental analyses did not take
into account the weighting of the cue brocks. clearly,
different cue blocks may be more es,sential to performance
than other cue blocks. A1so, the relative weighting of the
cue blocks may interact with the type of illusion under
ìnvestigation. rn summary, lack of attention to possible
differential information content of the objective instructional condition for each il-lusion was a methodological fraw
of the study,
The Function of the control condition for 'the rrrgoirrg

ïn the present studyr no predictions r¡¡ere made regarding
the Mueller-Lyer control task. These dat,a were examined. on
an a posteriori basis to determine if a control score trials
effect existed. when a psychophysical method of production
in a repeated measures design, and to assess
whether personálity differences operated on non-ilrusory
tasks. rn summary¡ for the present study, no control score
trials effect was demonstrated (unlike Sweeneyrs Lg73, finding),
only a triple interaction was obtained. A possible explanatìon is that a controL score trials effect interact,s with
the partìcurar experimental methodology used in the
ri¡as empl0yed
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j.nyestigation, This interpretation puppo¡ts Sqe.eneyrs (1973)
assertion that a control score trìals effeit is probably
specific to the illusion measurement technique, and other
conditions of the experirnent. Analysis of the components
of the triple interaction failed to prod.uce substantive
evidence for any clear rerationship between the rocus of
control personality variable and performance on non-illusory
tasks.
The purpose ,för correcting the rngoing Muerler-ryer

illusion data in the first place has arready been elaborated
in the chapter on Method, The major reasorr vras to increase
the precision of the study by correcting for any between
subject response bias. correction was successful in
accomplishing this as the between subjects raw rngoing
Mueller-Lyer illusion error term (1645.70) was much greater
than the between subjects corrected rngoing Mueller-Lyer
illusion error term (148.74) . Clearly, the use of a control condition minimized the possibiliLy of error as a
function of both between subjects variables. rt should
be noted, nevertheless, that the analyses of the raw rngoi.ng
Mueller-Lyer illusion data v¡ere carried out on a post-hoc
basis. consequently, even though conservative confidence
intervaLs were used, the resurüs require replication to
reach more certain conclusions. The same argument pertains
to the control score data analyses.
The necessity of a control condit.ion whenever possible
in the investigat.ion of geometric ilrusions cannot be
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overemphasized, especially when organi,s.mic variables are

studied. Phenomologically, an Ìllusion has been defined as
a perceptual judgment, which is the net resul_t of past experience and. present stimulation (Merleau-ponty, 1945).
organismic variables can be conceptualized to encompass a
variety of past experiences which may influence perception
of illusory and non-illusory figures. rllusion experiments
which emproy own-coîtrol designs and appropriate control
conditions, such as the present study, allow the subjectrs
perceptual ftinctioning to be studied from a more varid
phenomenological framework.

Despite the fact that no control condition r,rras used
with the Poggendorff iIk¡sion, several hypotheses (ra to lc)
received support for this task. Interestingly, the
Poggendorff figure produced a much larger absolute irlusion
than the rngoing Mueller-Lyer figure, The mean trial block
score for all experimental groups on the poggendorff target

101.47. The mean trial block score for all experimental
groups on the Mueller-Lyer figure was 23.61. The p.oggendorff
figure produced an absolute illusion more than four times
as large as the Mueller-Lyer target. The point is that, not
only do the targets yierd different sized irlusions, but
that the figures may be different in terms of the basic
nature of their illusory mechanisms. The poggendorff figure
is essentially an illusion'of direction, whereas the rngoing
Mueller-Lyer target is an illusion of extent (pressey, 1970).
As such' the degree to'r',rhích data produced by these illusions
$ras

.,¡1..,4.';.'l

..:.': ìr.llìi
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can be compared meaningfully with each- other may be limited'.

This phenomenon argiues for the lack of generality of the
effect of instructional set across the tasks.

Impliiations for the Orgânismii MödeL and PeiceptJral

Functioning

The trials

model depicts successive trials

effects

as

sequential two-factor phenomenon. The ilkrsory response is
estaôlished., and with repeated trials perceptual information
is processed so that the figure is seen more accurately.
Flexible respond.ing (i.e., destruction of the illusion with
practice) is associated with articulate perceptual functioning, while rigid responding (i.e., relative lack of

destruction of the illusion with practice) is associated
with globa1 perceptual functioning. In the ppesent study,
internals \^rere conceptualized as articulate perceivers,
and externals were conceptualized as globaI perceivers.
Categorizat,ion of externals as global perceivers appears to
be too simplistic as they demcnstrated sizeable trials
effects, although at a relatively sfröwer rate than internals.
The specific type of task, and task lengLh may be some
important variables to consider in conjunction with perceptual-development status when predicting criterion
behavior as a function of locus of control t or other organismic
variables.
In this study, locus of control represented a dispositionalr or preestabfishedn strategy of inforrnation-processing
as a function of prior learning history. The instructional
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set variabfer orl the other hand, represented an experimentally
induced strategy of information-processing. support for
the dispositional strategy was strongest. That is, the
type of strategy a subject, brings into an experimental
situation seems to persist, irregardless of other experimental
manipulations over different tasks. Thus, the present
studyrs data suggest that how information is acquired,
organized, and utilized may depend more on prê-experimental
events that sit,uational ones, This conceptualizaLion supports
a cognit,ive style basis of locus of control. Embedded
arrangement of cognitive, organizational functions appear
primary in determining not only what is learned, but at
what rate the learning occurs. Effects of experimentallyinduced strategies of information-processing seem more shortterm and task specific.
An inference that may be drawn from the sÈudyrs results
is that the organismic variable of locus of control mediates
the extent of practice effect,s on geometric illusions. on
a more limited basis, instructional set also mediates practice effects, specifically for an illusion of exÈent. Both
these types of variables have been discussed in terms'of
information processing strategies. Another factor which
appears to be operating in a successive,,.'trials effect is
that of information 1oad. rt is specurated that this hypothetical factor operates at two points¡ before the subject
is instructed, and during actual task performance. Measurement of information processing ability with the internal-
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external scale I or another related criterion behavior instrument,, and "cue bfock" analysis are two techniques which
could be employed to make more accurate predictions for
perceptual learning of illusions. In line with this, the
original conceptign.of a successive trials effect as a twofactor phenomenon is most likely limited, Information load
based on dispositional and experimentally-induced information
processing strategies is a viable third factor to consider
when predicting trials effects. Future research aimed at
further delineatLon of this third hypothetical factor is
warranted.
The Issue of the Modelrs Geneiality
The lack of correlation between the corrected Ingoing

Mueller-Lyer illusion, the raw Ingoing Mueller-Lyer illusion
d.ata, and the Poggendorff illusion poses some serious
questions about the generality ofthe organismic model of

t.rials effects. An implicit basic assumption of this study
is replication of the experiment with different irlusions.
In other words, it is assumed that the same processes,s
underlie perception of illusions. That is why id.entical
sets of hypotheses were made for each dependent measure.
Analysis of variance assesses this assumption to a certain
extent. Vfith this technique, it was found that both main
effects (locus of control and instructional set) were not
evident ln the raw Muefler-Lyer data analysis. One reasonable explanat,ion for this, in terms of the function of the
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control conditionf has been asserted, It was also discovered, however, that the main effect of instructional set
also dissipated for the poggendorff illusion. A more
speculative set of expl-anations has bee.n offered for this
finding. correration anal-ysis is a more direct test of the
studyrs basic assumption. Based on these resurts it is
difficult to interpret the main effects that have been obtained. The main effects seem to be tapping variances
which are relatively non-overlapping. Therefore, it is
hard to make a general statement about the relationship
between personality variabres and performance on geometric
illusions. similarly, it is difficult to make a general
statemdnt about instructionar infruence variables and illusion performance. Perhaps the most crucial finding of this
study is that there is no simpre rerationship between cognitive variables and perceptual performance on ilrusíons.
rt is evident that the phenomena found in this study are
more complex than the organismic moder of trials effects.
The theory should be improved to take into account specific
properties of different illusions. In a sense, this
contention corresponds with Rotterts (1975) most recent
observat,ion that the broad generalized expectancy of internarexternar control predict,s at a low level even for siririlar
subcrass situations. rn the present study, even though
rocus of control predict.ions were generally co¡Ífirmed it
rnras found ttrat the meaningfulness' and generality of these
predictions hras limited. Therefore, although the predictions
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were supported in a broad nanner¡ Rotuer would probably argue

for the low l-evef qual-ity of the predictions in terms of
their explanatory capacity. Much more specifically, the
data of the current study relate to Mischerts (1973) model
of a cognitive social rearning conceptualìzation of personality. Essentially, Mischel challenges the assumption that
personality dispositions or traits (such as locus of control)
are highly consistent, comparatively stabTe attributes that
influence generalized causal effects on a variety of behaviors. These traits are inferred from behavior, and as
such they are hypothetical. Mischel, on the other hand,
argues for a behaviorar specificity approach to personarity
investigation. This strategy focuses on the ínterdependence
of behavior and siÈ,uations mediated by cognitive activities.
sttuations are viewed in terms of informational input. The
major point of Mischelts moder is that accurate predictions
depend on specifying variables from two vantage points:
the stimulus and the person. It can be inferred from MischeL's
work that the greater the specificity of the variables the
more accurate and. valid the prediction. rn this study, the
finding that there is no simple relationship between
cognitive variables and perceptuar performance on illusions,
and the suggestion that the theory should be improved to take
into account specific properties of different illusions
correspond,s with Mtschells recomnendations. More systematic
research on the Ingoing Mueller-Lyer and Poggendorff illusions
is required. similarly, further inguiry concerned with the
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interindependence of cognitive variabfes (such as locus

of control and instructional set), and performance on ilrusions is warranted. Manipulation of target viewing time,
information content in terms of target stimulus variables,
information load of instructions, and components of the
locus of control construct provide some avenues for future
research.

ImÞfiiations for Othêi Ïflusion Theories
The results of the present study have some interesting
implications for two major theories of illusions. pertinent
theories briefly introduced here are categorized as primarily involving information-samplingr or learning.
PiageÈ$s (L967),centration Èheory is a developmentallyoriented attempt to exprain perception of illusory figures.
that adults adopt more active information
search patterns than children. They are also more capabre
of focusing their attention (centrations) more accuratery
and quickly during inspection of illusory targets. As a
result , adults display more perceptual activity during
He has found

j-nspection, and simultaneously sampre information more
efficiently which results in greater irlusion d.ecrement. rt

is further contended that for children, at,tentional activity
is not tempered by other perceptual activities which enable
ad.ditional information-sampling to occur.
Theoretically, acts of attention are intt,iarly directed
toward large sËimulus contours whích inhibit comparison

il: tÌa,
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with smaller contours and less perceptual error unless the
subject poss'es:ses appropriate counteractive skil-ls which
Piaget contends devefop primarily as a function of age.
These skills include better perceptual judgment, increased
eye movement, and scaning abilities.
Some of the results
of the present, study and previous investigations can be
integrated into Piagetrs body of data. Internals have been
found to be more perceptually sensitive, more effective
percept,ual learners, and more efficient processors of perceptual information than externals. Here, internals were
found to destroy two types of geometric illusions more
effectively than externals, However, contrary to expectation,
externals also demonstrated sizeable trials effects.
Piagetian theory would probably have predicted these unexpected
findings. For Piaget, the development of cognitive structures are interrelated with perceptual fùnctioning. Age is
the crucial developmental factor which accounts for differential cognitive-perceptual performance. Therefore,
adult externals would not be expect,ed to perform on a childlike level on illusory tasks. They may not perform as well
as internals, but they are more capable at, informationsampling than children.
For one illusion in the present study, instructional
set was found to be an effective predictor of perceptual
performance. As previously d.iscussêdr thÍs finding may
be: reLated to the informational content of the instructions.
The lack of a significant locus of control by instructional
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set interaction for either task wouLd also support Piagetts
posi.tion that children and adults perceive illusions quite
differently, Mores specifically, objective instructions
did not appear to supply externals with enough information
so that they performed like internals. piaget would probably
contend that the information-sampling skiIls of adult
externals r^Iere already adquate so that additional information
would have little influence on their current level of perceptual funct,ioning.
Pressey¡s

, I970, l-gTL) assimilation theory of
illusions is a phenomenological learning-oriènted approach
to the explanation of geometric illusions. Two postulates,
one concerned primarily with perceptual information-processing
and one concerned with attentional processes, form the conceptual network of the theory. Assimilation, the first
postulate, refers to the phenomenon that, in a series of
magnitudes, smaller magnitudes are overestimated and larger
magnit.udes are underestimated. Information is processed
during the periiod of judgment, and the subjectrs response,
although it may be illusory, generally becomes more accurate
with repeated trials as information-processing becomes more
efficient. Attentive fields, the second postulate, refers
to the phenomenon that a context that falls within the
attentive field will be more effective in contributing to
the information which the subject processes tha.n contexts
which faIl out,sl.de the fiefd.
As stated earlier, internals have been found to process
(L967
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visual information more efficiently than externals. They
have also been found to Scan problematic stirnulus fields
They deploy visual attentilon more
more effectively.
accurately, make more eye movements, and make a greater
number of detailed observations than externals. In general,
as Lefcourt, Lewis, and Silverman (1968) claim, internals
appear to make better use of their own sensory apparâtus"
The results of thís study are also congruent with Presseyrs
theory if one accepts the position that efficacy of assimilation and attentive field size can interact with organismic
variables, such as locus of control. One could argue that
internals assimilate perceptual data more accurately than
externals so that less of an illusory tsesponse is present.
Internals may have a type of correction mechanism in their
assimilative process which enables them to perceíve more
accurately as well as more rapidly. The correction for
externals may be delayed, and as such may vary as a function
of target viewing time. !üith regard to attentive field,
internals would be expected to have larger attentive fields,
at least initially, which dissipate with repeated presentation of the stimulus. Externalsr on the other handr RâY
not be capable of modifying attentive field size as readily,
and thus "gate outl irrelevant dat,a. As such, their
illusory responee would continue for a longer period of time.
The data in the present, study provide some support for this
speculatìve d.iscussion which requires additionaL research
for further cl-arÈfication.
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Future. 'Res'earch

Sugges:tions for further investigration have been made

during the course of the discussion section. At this point,
more general ideas for sesearch will be presented which
focus on subject population variables and informationprocessing styles,

A fruitful area of future investigation involves com*
parison studies for different populations including children'
and psychopathological groups such as schízophrenics. A
major issue involves wheüher or not the organismic model

of trials effects can predict illusory perfoimance for internal and external schizophrenics. This type of research
would deal with issues of development and perceptual frúrnctioning. The present study employed adult subjects and found
that subjects considered to be at a lower level of perceptual
development (externals) performed adequately, but not quite
as well as subjects considered to be at a higher leve1 of
perceptual éevelopnrent (ì-nternals) . Subject group comparison
studies could deal with developmental aspects of cognitive
and perceptual skills from two vantage points: one which
focuses on age, and one which focuses on learning.

The

integrative issue would be concerned r^¡ith the development of
cognitive structures at different age levels which are related
to capacity of perceptual learning.
The teachíng of information-processing st1zle raises
some other questions for additional inqulry. Pre-training
in information utilization may be required of externals in
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order for their perceptual performance to be more effective:
this subsumes a more basj.c and generar problem of whether or
not , and how, information-processing styles can be taught.
rmplications for remedial education are wide, particularly
since many culturall-y deprived children have been found. to
be externals (Gurin, et aI, Lg6g). Somewhat in line with
this, manipulation
response in chåldren
"t;;rienting
and pathological subject populations (particularry schizophreriics) and subseguent performance on illusions may read
to different methods of assessing attentional deficits.
clearry, the current study has generated a variety of suggestions for future research,
C1inical Implication!¡
The discussions of the necessity of a control condition

investigating illusions, and. the data here which d.emonstrated this necessity empirically point to an important
psychotherapy issue. rn general, the verbal psychotherapies
conceptualize the patient or client as an individual person having a comparatively unique phenomenological framework of mental life.
Most psychotherapies focus on the
cognitive and emotional qualities of the personrs mental
functioning together with observabre behavior. rn this
study, each subject served as her own control, and. perceptual functioning.was measured from each subjectrs phenomological framework. For the rngoing Muerler-Lyer illusion,
the control condition in a sense maximized the uniqueness
when
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of each subject by minimizing between subjects error. Conseguently, differences between internals and externals could
be demonstrated. A,Iso, instructional set differences could
be shown. These findings correlate with a coilunon technique
of many verbal psychotherapies which involves the therapist.
learning about the phenomenological world of his client or
patient. Rogerian (1951) technique is an example of a
therapy style which clearly takes the position of letting
the client and therapist explore fully the individualized
aspects of the problem at hand. Jackson (1958) and Laing
(1965) both propound that the multidimensional character
of schízophrenic communication patterns requires extremely
careful analysis by the therapist if he wants to understand
how his pati-ent uses ranguage. rt is maintained that this
technique leads to a more accurate understanding o,f the
patientf s unique experience.
Pierce, Schauble, and Farkas (1970) have directly investigated the teaching of internalization behavior to
psychotherapy clients. It was found that subjects who externalized the responsibility for their problems, and perceived themselves as victims gained more from internalization
training than internals who \^rere already at a higher pïetest level of appropriat,e functioning. perhaps human
potential-oriented and serf-aötualizing therapies are more
appropriate for externals as a strategy to be employed in
the initial phase of personality change. Insight-oriented
therapies which stress more independent cognitive and
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emotional functioning may be more effective at a later stage

of the individualts therapy process. It might be interesting
to monitor therapy on a basic perceptual levef by testing
illusion performance at different treatment intervals.

CHAPTER V
SUMMARY

AND CONCLUSIONS

This study was designed for different purposes, but
primarily to assess the predictìve capacity and generality
of the organismic-developmental model of successive triars
effects on geomet,ric illusions. secondariry, the study was
conducted to find out if illusions can be used to differentiate between internal and external locus of control

subjects, in Lerms of perceptual performance. Additional
reasons for conducting the investigation Ì^rere to determine
if objective versus apparent instructions, defined arong a
dimension cue explicitness, affect perception of an illusion
of direction as well as an ilrusion of extent. Also, to

attempt to replicate a triars effect with the rngoing form
of the Mueller-Lyer illusion using a psychophysical method
of production.
The trials

model was assessed along two dimensions--the

locus of cont,rol personality variabre, and instructionar
set. The model depicts a successive trials effect as a
sequential two-factor phènomencn. First, the irlusory
response is established. second, with repeated ¡rresentation

of the same data, the illusory effect decreases. Demonstration of a pract,ice effect corresponds to flexible and
articul-ate perceptual responding. on the other hand, lack
of a successive trials effect is associated with rigid,
global perceptual functioning. within a I¡l.erner-lfapnerian
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(1957f 1961) d.eveLopmental f,ramework, internals can be con¡

ceptualized as articufate perceivers, and externals can be
thought of as global perceivers.
The experimental sample consisted of 37 female volun-

teers, and 47 paid participants. Subjects were classified
as internal or externaL as a function of their score on
the Internal-ExternaL Scale (Rotter, L966). The mediansplit technique was used to categorize subjects. Subjects
r¡/ere classified in four experimental groups: internalobjective, internal--apparent, external-objective t oE externalapparent. Two major sets of predictions, the first involving
Locus of control and the second concerned with instructional
seÈ, were made. Each set was identical for both the
Poggendorff figure (an illusion of direction), and the
Ingoing Mueller-Lyer target (an illusion of extent). Initially, it was found that type of renumeration was not
related to the subjectst performance.
Hypothesis la.

Previous research indicated that internals

perceptually sensitive, vigilant, adept at
processing visual information, etc., than externals. Therefore, it was predicted that internal locus of control subjects
would perceive both illusions more accurately than externals.
The hypothesis was confirmed in both tasks, but the effect
developed in later trial bLcicJ<S,u,
llypothesìs tb. In line with the first prediction, it was
hypothesized that with successive trials internals would
be progressively more accurate in their perception of both
hrere more
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illusions than external-s, For both figures, this prediction was sustained, Surprisingly, however, it, was found
that externals also demonstrated sizeabfe and significant
trials effects, although not at the same rate as internals.
Hypothesis lc. Consistent with previous findings that, a
large number of illusions decrease with pract.ice, it was
predicted that with successive trials both targets would.
be perceived more veridicaLly. This hypothesis was aLso
confirmed. It should be noted that for the first time a
trials effect was fourid for the Ingoing form of the MuellerLyer ilh¡sion with a psychophysical method of product,ion.
Hypothesis 2a. Previous research suggested that more
directive, part-isolating instructions facilitate performance on the Mueller-Lyer illusion.
Therefore, it was
predicted thatcobjective, cue explicit instructions would
facilitate destruction of both illusions more readily than
apparent instructions. The prediction hTas not supported
for the Poggendorff il1usion, and only partially confirmed
in the case of the Ingoing Mueller-Lyer target. The prediction was supported, more specifically, for externals and
over trials
Hypothesis 2b. Locus of control data reveals that, task
structuring attentuate internal-external differences. In
highly explicit and./or controlled tasks externals perform
more up to the level of internals. Ambiguous, loosely struc.:
tured tasks accentuate locus of control dl,fferences. Thusn
under objective ìnstructions less internal-external
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dif,ferences were anticipated in contrast with apparent instructions under which it was predicted that. internals would
perform more effectively than externals. This hypothesis

not supported for either illusory condition.
Hypothesis '2c. În line with the predict,ed main effects of
trials (1c) and instructional set (2aI , it was i also hypothesized that under objective instruct,Lons subjects would perform more accurately over trials on both irrusions , than
under the conditÌon of apparent instructions. This hypothesis
was not supported for the poggendorff Lask, but it was
partially salvaged on an a posteriori basis. The hypothesis
was supportable in the case of externals.
Hypothesis 2d. rn line with previous resea¡ich already menF
tioned, and the other instructionar set hypothesès, it was
predicted that with objective instructions there would be
less difference in the performance of internars as compared
to externals over trials, but with apparent instructions
there would be progressively increasing differences between
internals and externals, over trials, with externars per.forming progressively less effectivefy. For the poggendorff
illusion, this prediction was not supported. on the other
hand, the hypothesis was part,f,ally confirmed for the MuellerLyer task with the exception that externals did not perform
progressively less efficiently as predicted.
On a post-hoc baÉ:ùprit was found that the Ingoing
MueLler=Lyer control condition rninimized between subject.s
error. control scores were analyzëd to determine if a
Ìnras
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control ssore trials effect existed with a method of
production, and whether personality and ins'tructional differences were refated to perception of non-illusory tasks,
Neither point was substantiated, but the control score data
suggested a poss'ibllity of response bìas on the part of
externals. This led to analysis of the raw Mueller-Lyer
data in which the main effecËs of locus of control and instructional set dissipated. It was contend.ed that the
control condÍtion minimized beÈween subjects error, and
thereby increased the probability of obËaining between subjects effects.
Further g Þgsteriori analyses chalJ-enged an implicit
basic assumption of the study: replication of the experiIt was maintained that
ment with dìfferent illusions.
there appeared to be no simple relationship between cognitive
variables and perception of illusions. Specific properties

to be taken into account in order to
make more accurate predictions. A methodological flaw was
also delineated. ft appeared that the information content
of the objective instructions for each illusory task was
not controlled. This point, and related phenomena hlere
discussed in relation to the lack of instructional set
findings for the Poggendorff ilfusion. Suggest.ions for
future research concernips a variety of information, pêrceptual learningn and organismic,'variables were mader and
clinicaL implicatÍons hlere discussed, The daËa !{ere al-so
related to two other refevant, and. comprehensive theories
of illusions

may have
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of illusions.
Lastlyn the resul-ts of the present investigation 1ead
to the following conclusions: the predictive capacity of
the organismic moder of trials effects is fairly ad.equate;
the generality of the model is quite lirnited; geometric
illusions can be employed in locus of control research
usefullyt objective cue-explicit, instructLons do not appear
to modify the perception of the Poggendorff illusion¡ and
a trials effect exists for the rngoing Muerler-Lyer illusion
when a method of production is used.
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APPENDTX A

BASIC TNFORMATTON SHEET
NAME:
ADDRESS:

AGE:

YEAR

ÏN

COLLEGE:
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8OCIAL OPINION SUAVET

select the one statement ln each palr of statenents
you
nore
gtronsÏl-belteve to be ùhe oÀue- ("* rÀr as you
thlch
ar9-concerned).
Be 6ure to select thi one IOU B!¡L¡BVS
Igrlgn?]lU
TO BE CLOSER TO THE TRUTH raüher ühan the one you thlnk you strout¿
choose or the ono you roul-d llke to be true. Tlrls ls a móasure of
personal belle-f ¡ obvlously there are no rlghü or wrong &¡slls¡.gr
(Bemember, uarlt one and onry one stateneñt ln each
Ë"1"i.
UsE IBM SHEET #1 = a
I more slrongly belleve that¡
P1ease

1. âc Chlrdren get lnto trouble
them too much

#2=

because

b. The trouble wlth most chlrdren

parenfs are too easy wlüh them.

b

thelr parenüs punlsh

nowadays

le that thelr

2. eo {any, of_ the_unhappy thlngs ln peoprers llves are partly
due to bad luck.
b. Peopfsrs nlsfortuned result fron the mlstakes they mqke.
3. â¡ one of fhe maJor reasons why we have Ìrars ls because
people dònft ùake enoush rnÉerãst-rñ pãirrrós: ---b. Therc w111 always be warsr no natter how hard. people
try to prevent then.
4. âe rn the long_run peopre get the res¡æct they deserve
ln ühle worl.d.
b. Unfortunatelyr ân lndlvldual3s worth often passes
unrcoognlzed no natter how hard he trles.

the ldea that teachers are unfalr to students ls nonSêns€o
b. Most süud.ents donrt rearlze ühe extent to whlch thelr
grades are lnfluenced by accldentaL happenlrigoo
6. âo l'llthout the rrght breaks one cannot be an effectlve lead.er.
bo capable peopLe who falr to becone readers have not
taken advantage of thelr opportunltleso
7, 8o No natter how hard you try sone people Just d.onrü llke follo
b. P"opl" who canf t get others to ltke Èhem, d.onf ü understand.
how t0 get along wftfr othereo
8. âo Heredrty_plays the naJor role ln d.eternlnlng one0s
------s
personalltyo
5.

&o

b. rt ls ong:¡ experlences ln rlfe whlch
üheyrre llke.
,

d.eüermlne what

-2-
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t

9. âo r have often found that what ls golng to happen wllr happen.
b. Trustlng to fate has never turned out as well for me as
naklng a declslon to take a d.eflnlte course of actlon.
10. .eo rn the case of the wer-r prepared. student there
v¡'v¡v ¿Þ
rs ¡.arc'ÀJ
rarery
b'

lf ever such a thrng as an unfai"-Ë;;;v
llany |lt:" |x?In-questlons tend. to be so unrelated.
work that studylng ls really useless.

to

course

11' âo Beconnlng a success ls a matter of hard work, Iuck has llttle
or nothlng to do wfi¡r ltl----bo Gettrng. a good Job gepends marnry
--------son berng
vvt¿¡Þ
place

rn the rrght
at the rfght tlne.
L2. 4o The average cltl.zen can have an lnfluence
ln government
-'^4 *qv¿¡vv ¿¡¡
d.golglons.
b. Thls worrd ls run by a few peopre ln power, and there ls
not too much the rrütre grry c"n do abóut rú.
L3. âo l'lhen I nake plans r I am almost certaln that can
I
make them worko
b. rt ls not arways wlse to pran too far ahead beoause
nany
thlngs turn our ro be * màrter oi Åäãa- ô;-b"d-ñil;;-äiyr,ow.
Ll+. &¡ There are certaln people who
are Just no good..
b. There ls some good. ln everybody.
t5. â¡ -r-l-ìny- case gettlng what r want has *l:"*=
rtttre or
nothrng to d,o
*v
wlth ruck.
". r¡vu'r's

i

r

)

i

i

_.-"d.eolde what to do by
tlnes we.nlght Just as_*.
werL
fllpplng a colno

b. ¡l?ty
L6.

.

gets to be-the boss often depends on
who was lucky
enough to be tn the rishi place'flrÃt.--

ào lrlho

bo

Getttng peopre to do the rrght.lhrlg. depends upon abrrlty,
luck has lltt1e or noÈhtng

to do wlth 1ü.

l

As far ag world.'affarrs are concerned¡ most of us are the
vlctlrns of forces we cen nelther undeistand, nor controrc
t). Py taklng an actlve part rn pollttcar and
the people can contròt *ortA'events;- -' soclal_ affalrs
18. &o Most people a9n-rt rearlze the extent
to whlch therr rrves
are oontrolled by accldental fr"pp"rri"g".
b" There ls really no such thlng as |tluckn.
19. âe one should always be wrrlrng to
ad.nrt hrs ¡rrstakesõ
17.

:
::

âo

',

:

,.

¿
_
-?-

:: ::

.,,::,::,t
..'.'
-.-:

:
.
'::::''::
::':'
:.,
,,,,,',.'
::;:
::

I

strongly belleve that¡
b. It ls usually best to cover up onets mlstakeso
Zot âr IÈ ls hard to know whether or not a person really 1lkes foll
b. How many frlends you have d.e¡ænds upon how nlce a person you &tê¡
?L. &o In ühe long run the bad thlngs ühat happen to us are
balanced bY the good. ones.
b. Ivlost mlsfortunes are the result of lack of ablllty,
lsnorancq lazlness, or all threeo
22. âo Wlth enorrgh effort we can wlpe out polltlca1 corruptlon.
b. It
ls dlfflcuLt
for people to have
much control
vv"v4v¿
over the
v'v¿
v¡¡e
'*-+L.--:^ìi.-.^.^:--.:-,--:-:^;,thlngs polltlclans
d.o ln offlcer
more

23. a. Sometlnes I cantü understand how teachers arr,ltr.e at the
grades they glve.
b. There ls a dlrect connectlon between how hard. I study and,
the grades I get.
24. â¡ A Sood leader expects people d.o deold.e for thenselves what
-

I
:---

'
I
i..
i
I
:
:.::.

',"i
:.::,,
:..:..

. .:,,
:;::
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they should do¡
b. A Sood leader nake lt clear üo everybody what thelr Jobs â1.ê¡
25. âo Many tlmes I feel that I have llttle lnfluence over the
thlngs ühat happen to me.

b. ty^l: *'p:::lpl:_r:1.T".!o_i.llg"" rhar
plays an lmportant role ln ny l_lfe"
26. 4¡ People are lonely

l
l

i
i

|

i

i
.

chance

or ruck

try üo be frlend.Iyo
bo Therers not much use tn_trytng too hard to please peopler
lf they llke yoür they lllre Xoü.
27. âr There ls too much enphasls on athletlcs Ln hlgh schoolo
bo Tean sports are an excellent way to bulLd oharacter.
28. &¡ What happens to me ls ny own dolngc
b. Sometlnes I feel thaü I donf t have enough control over
the dlrectlon ny llfe le taklngo
29. âo lllost of ühe ülne I oanf t underetand. why polltlclans
because they d.ontt

behave the way they

d.oo

b. In the long run the people are responslble for bad.
Sovernment on a r¡atlonaL as well as a looal level.

t
|

I.

i)
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Object_ive

C

rnstnrctions for rngoing Mueller-T,yer practice card:

t'Your task

is to make ¿,point¡ on a given signal (E d.emonstrates erick), which is in line with the dot on the lower
riebt so that it ind.ieates the exaet d.istanee, as it looks to
you, between the nid.ùLe of the two paraLler lines above.

Remember,

is to estinate the preeise physieal d.istanee betr,¡een
the tl¡o lines. You will be able to see the d.istance most acer:rately

here your task

by concentrating on the d.ots v¡hich ind.ieate the mictc[e of the
paral-lel-

line.

Any questions?"

for rngoing ltuerler-Lyer praetice card:
"Your task is to make a point, on a given signal (g aemonstrates
click), which is in line with the dot on the lower right so that
it indicates the exact d.ístance, as it looks to you, between the
Apparent rnstnretions

micld.l-e

is to

of the two parallel- rines above.

Remember,

here your task

estimate the precise êistance between the two

questÍons?"

lines.

Any

180

APPfl\TDTX D

for the poggendorff practice card:
"Your task is to mark a point, on a given signal (U d.enonstrates elick), where the straight short line on the l-eft
Obiective rnstructåons

would preeisery intersect the

vertical rine on the right if
it continued.. Remember, here your task is to estimate the
exact physical poÍnt at which the short line would hit the
vertieal line as it looks to you. you wÍl1 be able to
esti:nate the neeting point

if

you eoncentrate on the short

line al-one. Any questions?"

Appareht Instmetions_for poggendorff practice
"Your task j-s

Card.:

point, on a given signal (E d.enonstrates elick), where the straight short rÍne on the left wor:ld.
to

nake a

preeisely intersect the vertical- line on the right if it

contj.nued..

at which

is to estimate the exact physÍcaI point
the short line worrld hit the vertieal line as it looks

to you.

Any questions?"

Remember,

here your task
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APPENDIX E

for the rngoing ldueller-Lyer control
"Your task is to mark a point, on a given signal (U aemonObjective rnstructions

card:

strates cliek), lrtrich is in l-ine with the d.ot on the lower

right

so

that it ind.icates the exact

distance"between the

two d.ots above. Renember, here your task i.s
'

',,..

]
l

to

estimate the

precise physical distance between the two dots as

you.

You

w'il.l be

ab3.e

to

it

Looks to

see the d.istar¡ee nost accurately by

concentrating only on the distanee between the d.ots. Any
questions?f¡

for tþe rngoing l,ftrel1er-.Lyer control carct:
"Your task is to mark a point, on a given signal- (E d.enonstrates click), which is in l-íne with the dot on the lower
right so that it ind.icates the exaet d.:istance between the trr¡o

ApBarent rnstrgctions

is to estir¡ate the precise
d.istance between the two d.ots as it look to you. Any questions?rt
d.ots above. Remember, here your task
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APPE¡IDTX F

for Ingoing Mrellel-Lyer Tllusion :
t'Your task is to nark a point, on a given signal- (n d.emon-

Obiective Instruetiong

strates click)

(f)

whieÏr

is in line with

the clot on the lovrer right so that Ít inclieates the exact d'istance,

to you, betvreen the apices of the two angles above.
Renember, here your task is to estiraate the precise d.istanee
between the two angles. You w'ilI be able to see the distanee
as

it

Looks

most aecurately

(2) by concentrating on the points where the angles ioin,
(3) by looking at parts of the figure,
(4) by going overrghe d.istance between the points again and again,
(5) and.-þy looking at the d.istanee between the points as a straight line.
for lngoing l¿Ireller-Lyer Tllusion :
"Your task Ís to mark a point, on a gÍven signal- (g aemon-

Appargn! lnstructlons

strates click)
/- \
(I)

r¡?rich

is in line

with the d.ot on the Ior,,rer right so that it indieates the exact

it looks to you, between the apices of the two
ar,rgles above. Remenber, here your task is to estimate the
d.istanee, as

preeise d.istance between the tr¡¡o angles. Any questions?'l
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APPEI\TDTX G

for the Poggend.orff Ïllusion:
"Your task Ís to mark a point, on a gÍven sígnaI (E d.emonstrates elick), where the straight short line on the rpper left

Objectíve Instruetions

(f)

wor¡-Ld

preeise].y intersect

the vertical l-ine on the rÍght it is continued..

Remember, here

is to estimate the exaet physical point at which the
short l-ine wou-ld hit the vertical l-ine as it looks to you. You
t¡'il-I be able to see the point of lntersection most aceurately
your task

(2)
(3)

by concentrating on the_short ]-ine¡ and
by iso].a3Íng parts of lhe

figr¡re.

Any questions?'l

for the Poggend.grff Illusion:
"Your task is to nark a point, on a given signal (E d.enonstrates click), where the straigþt short line on the upper lefb

Apparent Instnrctions

(1)

would precåselyjntersect

the vertieal line on the right if it continued..

Renember, here

ís to estimate the exact physícal point at which the
short line would hit the vertical line as Ít looks to you.

your task

Any questions?"

APPENDÏX
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POST-EXPERIMENTAL AWARENESS QUESTIONNATRE

In order to better evaluate this experiment and gain
suggestions about future related ones, please answer the
following questions:
1. What, are some of your reactions to this task? Vihat did
you think of it?
2. Generally speaking, would you qualify yourself as a success
on this task? If yes, why and if no, why not?

3" What did you observe and what \^lere the most significant
thoughts and feelings you had during the experiment?

4.

were the most significant or unusual things that
ygu found the experimenter doing?
lr7hat

5. Any additional

comments

or suggestions.

